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Village Vidiot
BradfordSprague & Lloyd Alexander
It happened in the middle of 'As the Planet
Revolves' . First the screen burst into a multi
colored snow, then the color went. Snow, snow,
snow, snow! Damn. Gruber jumped up, ran to the
set, and fiddled with the knobs. Alas, it was to no
avail.--1 must see what happens to Mary Withers--1
can't miss 'Dr. Walters, Psychiatrist at Large'.
Desperately, he opened the color control panel.
He twiddled the knobs in frantic haste, and looked
at the screen expectantly. There was no change:
none at all. A primal scream ripped from his throat.
The cable! Yes, the cable. He scampered around
the T.V., disconnected, and connected the cable,
and sprang to the front again. A whimper escaped
him.--1'11 miss 'All my Offspring', I won 't see what
Janet has done about her pregnancy by Jim Lord,
her aunt's ex-husband, and secretly her father by
her physician's wife, but given up for adoption
when but a babe. What to do?
He gave the appliance an experimental kick, then
another, and another. He pummeled the offending
screen , and delivered a roundhouse kick , which
knocked it on its side. With a smokey 'foor , the set
gasped its last.
--Omigod! I' m sorry, baby. Please come on
again. l won't do it anymore.
He switched it on and off many times, but it lay
on its side there, inert.
"T.V. Repair, T.V. Repair," he chanted,
searching through the telephone directory. "T.V.
Repair, 'See "Repairs, T.V." '. Figures. " he
looked through the names, trying to find one at
once professional and sympathetic. " 'Alcott T.V.
and Appliance, Birmingham T.V. Repairs, General
Electric Guaranteed Repairs,' zmm, zmm, ah! 'The
T.V. Doctor. 457-1121'." He dialed rapidly.
"Hello, hello? Yes, is the specialist in? ... Oh,
good ... Hello? My Sony has just had a terrible
accident, a hernia, I think .. . No. I don't have a car,
I never go out. .. When can you come over? ... I see.
Well , no later, please. I don't want to miss 'Dr.
Walt-', Unfeeling sons of bitches." He slammed
down the phone.
Twenty minutes later, the truck pulled up
outside. He flung open the door.
"Over here I O-ver here I"
"I got the house number, Mac. where's the
set?"
I'll fix him, Gruber thought, Insult me will he?
He recalled the scene on the 'Carol Burnett Show',
where she tripped the guest star. It had been
hilarious! He tripped the repairman, and roared
with laughter.
"What the--Why the hell'd you do that?"
Gruber bent down and place a restraining hand
on the other's chest.
"Don't move," he commanded in his best Dr.
Wiley-type voice. "There may be serious injury. "
"What are you , some kind of nut? I'm okay."
" I won't be responsible for the consequences if
you move."
"You're responsible for me being where I am in
the first place. Let me up. I ain't gonna stay in no
house with no looney like you. "
He slapped Gruber's hand from his chest.
Gruber helped him up , whining, "I hope this
won't ruin our otherwise perfect relationship?
Please, pleeze fix my T. V. ? Pretty please? I can't
live without it. It's my whole life : my father, my
mother. my sis--"
·
"O.k., o.k., o.k., so I'll fix it. But no more funny
stuff, understand?"
"I promise."
The man laid out his tools with professional skill,

unplugged, and righted the set. Gruber watched
with interest as this was deftly unscrewed, and that
lifted out and placed in precise array.
''I never realized there was so much stuff in
there."
' '2500 transistors, fifteen printed circuits, solid
state components, color-ring adjust... " droned the
man. "Here's your problem. Video-scan circuit's
burned out. Did you drop this T.V.? Bracket's
busted right off."
"I knocked it over accidentally," said Gruber,
guilty. He knew how Sarah must have felt over
stealing Bill from Marcie, and telling her that they
had been in love all along. He felt like crying.
"Besides the whachamacallit, what does it
need?"
" New color rings, a few transistors. About
seventy-five bucks, plus labor."
Panic gripped Gruber. Did he have enough in the
bank? He thought of 'All My Offspring' , and pulled
a severe face like Kurston Hartford II in 'Money
Talk' . " Money is no object."
Tensely, he watched the skillful manipulations,
thinking of all the doctor shows he had seen. Their
drama was not half as suspenseful as this.
Anxiously he peered into the almost empty box.
Could the man get it back together right? Was
there such a thing as T. V. malpractice suits? Would
it be done before 'Dr. Walters, Psychiatrist at
Large' came on?
" Got some coffee, Mac?"
"Coffee?"
"Yeah, the stuff you perk, and drink in the
morning. Black stuff. Bitter, you know?"
Gruber wished he were Don Reckless, so he
could make a snappy comeback like, "Whatsa
matter, Dummy, did it lose a lot of fluid? Here I've
got a sick T. V. , and this idiot is going 'Hey, hey,
coffee. I'll die without it. ' "
While making coffee, a grand thought occurred
to him. He hurried back to the living room.
"Mr. Repairman, sir, your honor, here's your
coffee."
" Set it there, on the T.V."
"Will it be all right?"
"I haven't lost one yet."
"Remember what Clint Eastwood said in 'Dirty
Harry'? "
"Huh?"
"You feel lucky today?"
The repairman looked over his shoulder, and his
eyes widened in surprise. He was looking down the
barrel of a very large, and ugly pistol.
" Ah, um, uh."
"If my friend makes it, so do you. "
"What... what. . . "
" What is this? More insurance, m'friend." He
twirled the gun professionally. "A sort of added
insurance you'll do a good job. "
The terrified mechanic held out his hands. "I'll
fix it, I swear . Please don't shoot."
" Wail, pod nah , Ah rekkin yew fer a savvy
hombre, so jes' do lahk Ah sed, an' yuh'II be o.k."
Gruber was e njoying himself hugely, but his John
Wayne needed work. The gun was a replica, a prop
he used to practice parts with , but the repairman
had no way of knowing this, and continued to
cower.
He assembled the apparatus in record time,
double-checking everything. Gruber watched in
complete amazement the flying skill of those
fingers . Components leaped together, stacked,
clamped, made connections; but it was the skill of
those hands which brought it all to fulfillment The
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man made the final connection, put on the back,
and screwed it down. He shakily wiped the sweat
from his brow and, for the first time, Gruber
winced at his deception.
"Look, ah, I won't shoot you. Really. That's just
one of my acts. I have lots of them."
The man's head positively vibrated. Never argue
with a lunatic.
"I mean, turn it on. Peace man. Like, I'm not
nutso, I just pulled a joke on you, you know? "
Warily, the repairman plugged it in, and pushed
the button. There was a buzz, a high whine, and the
picture came on, and sprang into focus.
"The Reds, ladies and gentlemen, are running
away with the base/ run race. The Dodgers are
down... "
"Whew." The man switched it off. "Satisfied?"
"Now it comes ta bizness, see? Yeahm."
"Oh, no."
"Oh no? Oh yes! Yes-yes! Have you ever seen
'Psycho' ?"
''N•no.' '
"Well it's on at two o'clock. If you want to stay
and watch, I'll pay you for doing nothing, by way of
a tip. "
"Maybe some other time."
" I'm going to make you an offer you can't '
refuse."
"I won 't."
The T. V. worked perfectly. Janet decided not to
report Jim Lord, since she would be eighteen in
only two months, and she was already marrying
Tuck Chyler.
The Reds won twelve to seven.
Dr. Walters told Mary Prudent not to worry
about her obsessive-compulsive attitude towards
sex, and made a date with her for that evening.
'Psycho' went off like a dud torpedo.
" You, uh , you aren't too comfortable, are you? "
" To tell the complete truth, no."
"You can leave. How much was the bill. "
" The bill? Oh, no charge. It's all right. No
sweat. " He smiled.
"No, really. I'll pay. You can leave. I'm not a
nut, but you think I am. I acted, you responded. It
just proves I'm unrecognized talent; I didn't mean
to scare you. This isn't even a real gun. Don't take
it bad. You were a great foil. You responded like it
was all real."
"You're kidding."
"Friend, I never kid."
"The bill was ninety dollars and seventy cents."
"Did you charge me for ' Psycho' ?"
"Naw, I' ll chalk it up to experience."
Gruber smiled, and pointed the pistol at the
ceiling, then pulled the trigger; then again, and
again; and again and again and again.
The repairman cringed.
"See? Here's one hundred bucks." He wrote a
check. "I didn ' t want to scare you; the act just went
that way." He grinned.
Suddenly , the repairman grinned, too. " Sounds
great. Well, enjoy your movie."
He took the check and left.
Gruber shut the door, and sighed. What a
wonderful thing it must be to be a T.V. repairman,
and go far and wide and do good. A regular Ben
Casey of circuits, using screwdrivers as scalpels,
squashing bugs in the system, lengthening short
circuits, leaving happiness and light wherever he
goes.
He shut off the T.V. and went to the phone. He
dialed 'O' .
"Hello, Operator? Can you tell me where to find
a T.V. repair school?"

Minutolo
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La Cucaracha
San Miguel de Allende is a small community in
Guanajuato, Mexico. Two nightclubs, two major
bars and assorted cantinas are among this town's
even supply of entertainment sources.
Rooted beside San Miguel's central plaza is the
favorite bar, La Cucuracha, which attracts a wide
representation of the community's flourishing
American population.
Perhaps, by carefully scrutinizing this bar's
clientele, we can eventually understand who these
Americans are (beyond knowing them as, for
instance, artists, Texan ranchers, writers and
retired Vaudevillians, with whatever children have
been brought along) and how they live--or, at least,
how life moves about them.

PART ONE:
OTHERS

PARENTS,

GRANDPARENTS,

A grey woman with drooping cheeks stands on
the three-seater chair shouting, "I'm here to be
myself! That's how I came, that's how I'll stay! i
packed up everything by myself, with no help, took
my own money and moved all by myself, with my
own resources! And now I'm livin' with my own
mind!"
"Hey, Betty, did you hear what I said...?"
"None'sgonnatellmewhattodol How can they?!
Only I know what I'm gonna do!"
"Betty, did you hear me? I said, shut up!"
Betty raises both arms shoulder-level. "How can
anyone else know what I should do! Tell me that!"
Her hands close into half-fists. "That's why I came
here! That's what--"
A Texan bangs his glass down on the table in
front of him, then, sternly: "Betty, sit down."
"Nol I'm havingfan. I'm having a good time."
The Texan answers with a few quick half-nods,
places his hand on the top of his stiff white cowboy
hat, then looks down at his empty glass.
"Hey, Betty, wanta hear a song? Huh? Wanta
hear a song?"
"If you sing that again I'll--"
"Listen , Betty. I'm singin' it, I'm singin' it-·"
"Libby, if you--"
"Fonow, fonow, fonow, fonow, follow the yella
brick road ..."
"Libby, you better stop that, you better shut up,
you better--"
"FOLLOW DA YELLA--"
"Libby!"
"fonow, fonow ... " Libby whispers.
It is five-thirty. La Cucaracha opens at 10:00 a.m.
No one comes there that early except the regulars,
those who were waiting in the plaza (the "Jardin")
since 9:30. Waiting and watching for the long,
wooden, vault-size doors to be pulled aside ...
need it need it need that stuff down my throat
flyin ' to my head to my head to my head need
it everywhere open me fill me leave me let
me be let me be let me be YOU SYBIL you let
me be no wife no wife nowifenowifenowifeno
need it need it need it
wifenowifeno one
OPEN DOOR
need it Need It NEED IT
OPEN pull down that wood bolt, fat Mexican
pull down that bolt, fats let me in need neeed
need need need cool, heavy need need need
it need it--"He's late. Where is he?"
"He'll be here."
"He's late."
"Give him a chance. It only just now turned 10."
"Oh."
"Ya! hear about George?"
"Garge Wilyams?"
"Yeah. Jumped clear through his winda. His
closed winda."
"His own winda? What he doin' bustin' up his
own winda?"

"Just like George, bastard."
"He dead?"
"Naw. Just cut."
"Damn cock. Couldn't even keel himself right."
"Know what someone oughta do, what one of us
should do? One of us oughta show George how it's
done. Take him to a window and instruct him."
"Fuck the instruction. Take him to a window and
push him out."
"Besides, that bastard couldn't learn nothin' l
Couldn't kill himself right if we gave him a damn
manual."
"Hundred-one ways to kill yourself."
An explosion of laughter, crackling into silence.
I take a sip of Coke. An ice-cube floats swiftly to
the brim of my glass and knocks against my lips.
"Lord, I'm tired."
"What you got to be tired about, Tex?"
"Whatdya mean? I was up all night workin' out a
budget for those damn horses I'm keepin' up at
Laredo.''
"Horses is nothin' to lose sleep over."
"NQ~hing to lose sleep over? Now, Steve, Jet's
not tell Tex how to get his kicks. If that's what he
wants, if it makes him feel good, then let the man
be."
"Yeah, if Tex wants to spend his nights foolin'
with horses, why, who are we to say?"
They all laugh with rattling voices.
"Heard the Zaidenbergs fmished their house."
"Oh, they finished it long ago."
Arthur Zaidengerg has written a best-selling
series of "How To" art books. (Anyone Can Paint,
Anyone Can Draw, etc.)
"It's stupid livin' way up there, so far from town,
from everything."
"Yeah, so far from the Cucaracha."
"That's what I said. So far from everything."
"Why, how are you Sue? So glad you could
come. Delighted. Delighted. Hello Valerie. My how
my Grandchildren age me. Oh and Sue, this must
be your little niece, Janet. Hello dear. So glad to
meet you. Delighted. Would you like something,
dear? Some Pepsi?" Mrs. Zaidenberg points to her
husband, who stands holding an empty glass,
waiting for my order...
"Hey, Boy, let's get some drinks out here!"
"Hey, Muchachol"
My cousin, Valerie, shows me through her
grandparents' newly built house. She had stayed
there a month while her mother traveled in the
States. I walk gently through the massive
tastefulness, my hands gripping each side of my
long skirt. Can't tell what anything is. All the
furniture covered, scotch-guarded, everything
over-polished, blending into one big shine.
Tasteful, tasteful, tasteful. Better not touch, better
not go too close . ..
"Here comes the juice."
"About time. I was drying up. "
A puffy-faced woman, about forty-five, whacks a
chubby man across his left shoulder with the back
of her hand. "Hey, Stoney, were were you yes
terday?''
"What's the matter, miss me, Ellen?"
"No. Fact is, fact is, just wanta know where you
were case there' s a way to keep you there."
I go to the barroom to get a bottle of beer.
There are only two people at the counter. Men,
both scrawny and drinking some dark liquid out of
long, straight, thin glasses.
''Frank, hear about that girl up at Churro Street,
raped last night."
"Heard something like that."
"Yeah. 'Parently, the guy climbed right over the
wall, stuck a butcher knife in her ribs, she wakes up
screaming, no one hears, he gets her, climbs back
owr the wall and...gone."
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"Well, can't say I blame the fella, not to sound
crude or anything, but, god, the way these kids
dress and act around here, you know? Makes me
want to do some wall climb in' myself."
"You? Wall climbing? You couldn't move
enough for any kind of climbing. Not any kind."
"Hehl But you 'd be surprised. I still have it in
me.''
"You may have it in you but how're you gonna
get it OU t?"
On my way back to the sitting room a sunken
man with a reddish complexion tugs at the sleeve of
my C.P.O. jacket. "What you doin' in here with
us," he calls after me, "You should be out havin'
fun."
A teenage girl, about fourteen, enters the
Cucaracha. She approaches the puffy-faced wom
an, who is talking to the chubby man, Stoney.
"Mom? Mom?"
The girl's fair, soft skin is tight around her i;ed,
flashing cheeks, and late sun's fire flutters through
her long, light brown hair. "Mom?"
"Huh? What?"
"May I go swimming with friends?"
"Did you ask your father?"
"He's busy."
"Doin' what?"
"Painting."
"Oh. Well... who are you going with?"
"Just kids from school."
The school is John F. Kennedy High School, a
half Mexican, half American private school, located
in a nearby town.
"What kids?"
"Ann, Valerie, Jose, Guillermo and Gorge."
"Oh... O.K."

" ... and I told that kid, I told him, look, it's my
job and somebody's gotta do it, if I gotta bust some
heads to do it, well, damn it, I will."
"Where exactly was your beat?"
"Dupont Circle, Washington, d.c. The heart of
all that trouble, all those hippies trying to tear
down the gov'ment of the U.S.A. Yep, my beat
went clean through the heart of all that trouble."
"You came all the way from D.C. to Mexico?"
"Well, no, first I was livin' over in El Paso,
Texas."
I watch a spider scoot across the slick rope of its
web.
"Reik sets up the ball for a safety and the goalie
crosses himself--twice . Then some guy from the
stands hollers, 'Keep right on crossin' yourself,
buddy, 'cause not even God can help you now!' "
A fat woman who is wearing a green knit pullover
and red nylon stretch pants yells, " It's hot in here,
it's hot in here! Isn't it? It's hot in here!"
No one seems to hear her. She yawns.
Who are these people? My parents? ... could any
of these men be my father, these chunky men
erratically spurting out thoughts, drooling retched
air... Daddy? Or my mother, which one of these
women could be Mom? The one with the deep
shadow eyes and the wrinkled smile? The one
forty-five, wearing tan ranchero-boots and flare
bottom corduroys, could that ever be my mother:
wavering in her chair, drenched with ghostly
rhythms. Mom? Dad? Well, who then, who are
these people?
"... we were under constant fire, emergency
alert, oh, six days straight. It had been raining.
And the mud, the mud was impossible. You didn't
walk, you slid. More than otherwise you fell and
then, phew-wheel You're instantly encased in

Janet Joel Boring
mud. And there's nothing you can do but wait for
the mud, your mud suit to dry, then scrape it off
with whatever you have. Anyway, all this time I had
been finishing college through a correspondent
program with Yale. So, here we have it: six days of
Nips in the sky, Nips in the bush, Nips everywhere,
scared to go to the toilet, scared to sleep, scared to
move. Then, on the sixth day all of us boys slosh
and slip over to the main tent for mailcall and, what
do you know, I only get one letter--my diploma from
Yale. Well, through all the bombing and artillery
and fear I shout, 'Hey, guys, guess what? I'm a
Yale man! '"
I move to a seat near the open doorway. Outside,
a calm breeze wanders through the sky, where the
remaining daylight is now being trampled by
evening.
"Actually, she's a much better painter than he. "
" Yes, but it's his wire sculptures that make him
an artist. They' re really ... something."
As breeze travels through the portales, the
ceiling lights twitch on their long, gnarled stems. It
is seven o'clock.
" Hear my song everyone! Hear my song!
Followfollowfollowfollowfollowdayellabrick,
the
yel/a brick ro-oh-ohdl"
"You're in my seat."
"What? Oh, I'm sorry." I start to rise.
"That's all right, stay where you are." The
sunken, red-complexioned man sits beside me. "I
hope you know, that has been my seat for twenty
years."
"Really?"
"Yes. Really. No one has ever sat in it but me for
twenty years and now I'm letting you sit here. "
"Thank-you."
"Thank-you. Jesus Christ. What's your name?"
" Janet. " My hands are lying on my lap, fingers
all laced tightly, both palms pressed firmly
together. The red-faced man points to my hands,
"What, are you nervous? " "No." "How old are
you?'' "Nineteen."

He closes his hand, thick and cold, around my
left wrist and tugs a few times. "No one so young
should be so nervous."
"I'm not."
"You don't look nineteen. "
"I know. "
"You sure you're nineteen?"
"Pretty sure."
"Prove it."
I slip a black sheet of thick paper from my wallet.
"Here•s my birth certificate."
"That's 0.K. I believe you. What are you doing
here? What is a young girl like you doing here?"
"I'm a student at the Institu--"
"Does your father know you're here?"
"Yes."
"What, is he trying to get rid of you?"
"No. "
"Are you sure?"
''Yes.' '
"Why'd he let you come here? Was he angry?"
"No."
"I wouldn't let my little girl come here. This is
the center of vice. San Miguel is the center of vice.
Do you know that?"
"There doesn 't seem to be any more vice here
than anywhere else."
"You'll find out. "
The evening breeze has grown strong and the
portales' ceiling lights all sway left and right, left
and right...

PART TWO: CHILDREN
"Hey, Rrrrachel .•. order another round and a
plate of lemons, will ya?"
I've been to Hollywood
I've been to Redwood ...

Music tumbles from the old jukebox, zig-zagging
sharply across the sitting room, bumping into
bench-like seats, large oak chairs and grey plaster
walls.
Keeps me searching
For a heart of gold...

A young, frizzy blonde haired man finishes his
tequila with one fast swallow. He places the
shot-glass on a dark table directly in front of him,
licks lemon juice from between the first two fingers
of his left hand. He's twenty or twenty-one, not
much older. Next to him is a woman, also in her
early twenties. Her face is sleek and seems to be in
constant conversation with her wavy chocolate
brown hair. She turns to the blonde guy, "Did you
see Superman Dan's new painting?"
"No. Didn't kriow he had one."
"Yeah, it's like... it's great. You should see it,
you really should."
"Really?"
,"Yeah, it's great."
"What's it-it... like?
"It's like, like, you know, real Dan , like the
colors, the colors are ... go .. . they' re great!"
"I'd like to see it."
"You should. Just ask him. He' s not like Billy.
Superman likes you to see his stuff."
"I know. "
"You really oughta see it. It's great."
... Searching for a heart ofgold...

Nine o' clock. Outside night is swelling. One
tender mass throbbing with secrets. The swelling
grows, puffs out, then opens, like a new flower .
And night's strange perfume, night's vapor, drifts
into the Cucaracha.
I feel a sort of moist tension spread through the
bar.
The old are asleep, or are locked inside the red
plastic room of liquor. But the young know. They're
suddenly alert, they smell the night--San Miguel's
real time, our real time--they understand. A
fifteen-year-old boy slides a large coin into the
jukebox. Another song. Control the air. Control.
Then, from the upstairs' section of the bar: "Dana,
did you put some music on yet?"
"Then come up and play dominoes!"
He hurries to join the others.
And we 're helpless
Helpless, helpless, helpless...

I rub the palms of my hands across my bluejeans.
Wet Wet Wet
"Jovenl Jovenl" Someone orders more tequila,
and a guy with curly red hair sucks on a lemon.
"Working on anything new, Mark?" He's asked by
someone who has a slight Manhattan accent.
"Long poem." He pulls the lemon from his mouth,
teeth still gripping the last bit of yellow meat.
"I really like that one you read in class about
walking barefoot through the meadow. •'
''Thanks. W.hat you doing, what you working on,
Todd, anything?"
"No. Nothing."
Mark drags his left hand's fingers down his left
cheek.
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Well, at least somebody liked that poem•..
maybe... unless he just needed something to
say... but 1 guess not. Todd isn't like that, no,
Todd isn't that way... he wouldn't say that he
liked something if he didn't, not Todd... Todd
has plenty to talk about ... he doesn't have to
play games•.. like me... no! no, not like me...
I don't play games... not more than most
people... I'm a poet... a poet... that's gotta
mean something, something, but Karen
doesn't like that poem, she said it was she said
it was sentimental well, I say--you know what
I say?--1 say, what's the matter with senti
ments
we all got 'em
_y eah, we do,
don't we ... and people won't admit it... they
won't face them
I mean, meadows are
beautiful, people shouldn't be afraid to admit
that, they should know... and walking through
meadows, that's beautiful too... Karen's
wrong Karen 's very wrong, I know she is 1
know she is...
I hear my mother say, "What do you want to do
when you've graduated from college?"
" Nothing. Just sit."
" You can't just sit and do nothing."
"Well, I'll do something."
" What?"
"I don't know. Something. I guess."
''The whole room, we'll get the whole room I'•
Laughing, giggling, talking loud, the teenagers
come down from playing dominoes, their few
Mexican friends following silently behind them.
They all leave the Cucaracha--the large group of
teeneyboppers, intellectual and hip-types, the sad,
acne-trapped, the clumsy, the spaced-out--a di
verse, cross-section crowd of thirteen, fourteen and
fifteen-year olds. They all leave but return shortly,
excited, holding little plastic and glass jars. What?
They are. .. they are blowing soap bubbles.
" Look, bubbles!" : a dizzy looking parent of one
of the teenagers.
Like new conquerors with a secret, deadly
weapon, they bomb the sitting room with bubbles.
A flurry over heads. We all stretch out our hands,
palms up, as more bubbles shower the room.
I really, really, want to catch one, to be the only
person in this whole damn bar to hold a bubble on
my opened hand.
One man, a combat-veteran, strains against the
weight of liquor to catch a bubble which has drifted
away from the other ones. He struggles, frantically.
The tip of his middle finger moves closer, closer,
very near, closer, closer, it's almost there, closer,
closer .. . the bubble breaks. He keeps his hand
where it is--suspended in air--closes it into a fist,
then sits his fist, thumb-side up, on his right knee.
The-teenagers wave and blow to keep bubbles in
the room. Bubbles with self-contained light shine,
even through the dinginess, even through the
Cucaracha's subtle gloom.
Don 't let me down. ..

Excited by newness, after a century's breathless
years, the walls inhale. Bubbles pop and the walls
release their breath. A different air glides through
this bar and, one-by-one, we drop our arms.
. . .It 's a love that lasts forever
It's a love that has no past...

"No, no, no. You've got it all wrong, Rachel." A
guy, about twenty-four, wearing green army
camouflage pants and a purple T-shirt, lays his
hand on the shoulder of the girl next to him.

continued on page 8

continued from page 7
"You've got it all wrl'ng--it's not what you think,
it's how you think it." Slumped way down in the
three-seater chair, his skinny legs lying straight out
in front of him, he looks like a dull Mick Jagger.
If I walk ' round the Jardin one more time with
that punky Mexican chick I'll have her sure
no sweat. .. but, shit, man, goin' 'round and
'round like that with all those other idiots
God, makes me want a puke... but what the
hell? I guess it' s worth it for a decent night a
good fuck ... those Mexican chicks might seem
small but once you get 'em in bed they start
growin" ...
Like someone walking underwater, the combat
veteran moves toward the barroom counter. On his
way, he leans over a young girl who is sitting on
one of the bench-like seats near the jukebox.
"Val, tell yar mother I don't approve of 'er 'n
John."
"Oh, I don't either." Her voice is strong and
steady.
"He's a bastard, he's no good, like me, like all us
war-boys. He can't be... trusted."
"I keep trying to convince her to stop, really.
But. .. she won't."
'"Don't," creaks a voice from somewhere all the
way across the sitting room. "Don't try and
convince no one. It's her life now, it's her life.
Why, goddamnit, why do you care?"
"It's just that I've never seen my mother go out
with a white-haired man before."
Instantly, the room fills with gushes of wobbling
laughter.

going to do. That will be my Job. I'll only write
poems that make people feel good. I'm going to
cheer everyone up."
I came upon a child of God
He was walking along the road .. .

I gulp beer, spilling some on my lap. Cold. I
giggle.
"How long will you stay in San Miguel. Larry?"
"'Until I get old.' '
"When will that be?"
"When I start thinkin' about leavin'.''
A Mexican man stands up and falls backward
against the wall beneath a white sign with black
letters :Peace on Everyone.
"Haven't seen you around. What's your name?"
"Janet."
"How long have you been here?"
"A month."
"Planning on stayin' here long?"
"I-I'm not sure... "

We are stardust
We are golden...

And I'm wondering, it's strange somehow, but
as soon as day collapses into evening we adjourn
the Mobile Downtown Meeting of the Young
Americap Encounter Group that has been grinding
and grating all late morning and afternoon: we
abandon our easels, typewriters, guitars, water
bongs--drop all our toys, leave the playground. We
scurry then through town like a herd of hungry
rodents following the luscious stink of a newly dead
animal. And then, then we shut ourselves away in
this-this bar: La Cucaracha. The Cockroach.
And here we all are, shut away together,
drinking, stroking, jiving, the parents and... the
kids ... the young... the freaky good-far-nothin' ·
jest-sittin' -o-thar-all-doped-up ...
And it looks like we'll be here forever.

.
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Then can I walk beside you?
I have come here to lose the smog
A11d I feel to be a cog in something tu ming...

By the time we get to Woodstock...

And I'm wondering, it seems we are...yes, we
are, we're all shut away from the town; from the
night; from bloody faces; from crying, dying
babies; from red-eyed threats; from hot guns; from
Mexico: children and dogs sleeping side-by-side on
the square-stone ground.

I hiccough. Once. Twice.
Mark stumbles toward the door.
. . .And everywhere there was song
And celebration...

Stay lady stay
Stay with your man awhile..•

The guy with frizzy blonde hair whistles the tune
to "Yes, We Have No Bananas.''
" o, the old Allende, the Mexican one."
"Fuckin' Mexican rebel, mannnn...''
Squeezing between slices of abrupt laughter, I
head for the barroom to get another bottle of
Bohemia.
And the jukebox plays another song, the one
which is chosen every night, at least once but
usually dozens of times. It falls from the machine
wearily, energy totally drained. All that remains is
a reluctant, fatigued sound ...
You used to be so amused
At Napoleon in rags
And the language that he used
Go to him now he calls you
You can't refuse
When you ain't got nothing
Got nothing to lose
You 're invisible now you got no secrets
To conceal...

I hear now the bassy timbre of amalgamated
sound: the jukebox music, voices that sway,
wiggle, rise and fall, the subtle tick as aging bodies
move, young feet swishing in huaraches, pounding
in boots, and, from outside, the wail and
stamp--the shrill--of the mariachi music which is
heaved successively at the open doorway.
And there's the trembling silence which invisibly
jolts the whole bar. It quakes, as the sensitive, the
delicate parts of ourselves, exposed too long
perhaps to our own ersatz talk, skitter, like ants,
across the brownish tile floor.
It is eleven-thirty. I've been here three and a half
hours.
"Jovenl Jovenl"
More tequila, lemons, salt, more Dos Equis,
more Bohemia, more cigarettes, more hands on
knees, more, more, more something. Is there
anything, is there really anything?
More tequila, more lemons, more salt. ..
Mark, the guy with curly red hair, makes a new
selection on the juke-box. I remember when we
happened to sit next to each other on one of those
black iron benches at the Jardin. He told me, "I'm
sick and tired of sad poetry, of all that moaning and
groaning ... I mean, Modern Poets are getting to be
like spoiled brats, whining and kicking. I don't
understand. But I can't take it, we know it so well
that we sort of need cheering up. That's what I'm
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Parenting
Gloria Rainey
When I got home from work, Mama was standing
on the other dining room table--the one we'd
brought up from the basement for the plants that
had moved home with me--between a giant shef
flera and a huge split leaf philodendron. My father,
still on the floor, flanked by purple passion and
springorea, was reaching toward her with binocu
lars.
I'd rushed in the back door, already mid-sen
tence, telling her they'd finally come, after eight
weeks; apologizing to Papa for being late--I'd
known this was not going to be an ordinary Tuesday
night, and hurrying, I hadn't even noticed anything
unusual in the backyard.
"Jean, the baby cardinals hatched! Come on,
Walker, don't you want to see them?" She
beckoned to my father, side-stepped a little to her
left, wobbling one of the l)ilms.
"I want to start on my dirt before it gets dark,"
he said.
I looked out the back window, and there it was,
my father's symbol for June, two tons of topsoil,
making a raw hill between the fence and the
garage.
"You don't have time." Chicken, already
turned, fried in the skillet on the counter.
"Isn't Mrs. Cardinal upset with you?" I dropped
my briefcase on a chair and pushed another
umbrella plant against the wall.
"She's flapping around, but she knows by now I
won't hurt them."
"It may not be the same family each time," I
pointed out.
My father studied the window. "I hope it doesn't
rain this week," he said, reminding us, without
intending to, that this was 8'Special evening.
•'The Ferrante and Teischer duets came,'' I said.
"I stopped in town to get them." I took off the
brown paper I'd tom open in the store and put the
music on a table in the living room, thinking as I
went back to the kitchen: even in the best families,
enthusiasms don't always match.
We sat down at the other table in the breakfast
nook, with its new centerpiece of elephant ear and
grape ivy cuttings, to my father's favorite dinner:
no cauliflower or spinach, something starchy under
gravy, no little bowl of unpleasant, tasteless salad.
"Excellent, Mama." He helped himself to rice.
"We should have dinners like this more often."
Food--certain food--is a more constant en
thusiasm for him than dirt.
I speared a tomato wedge and winked at my
mother, who munched lettuce and divided a piece
of skin for the dogs waiting by her chair.
While my parents cleared the table and loaded
the dishwasher, I went to the smaller piano--the
one that had travelled with me for most of the
fifteen years I'd lived away from home--and started
on the Rogers and Hammerstein songs. My mother
came to stand over my left shoulder, the way she
had when I was nine, working at pieces that
consisted entirely of middle-C.
I stopped and handed her the part covered with
arpeggios and sweeps of sixteenth notes, since she
can play anything at all by ear and could make up
whatever she didn't feel like reading. I kept the
long, slow chords, hoping they didn't change too
much from octave to octave.
We were starting on The Sound ofMusic when I
heard my father humming behind me. I nodded to
my mother, reluctantly; even if there hadn't been
time for Papa to start raising the backyard another
foot above sea level, it really was his night.

Every three or four years my father has eye
surgery to save his dwindling peripheral vision,
aimprove it for a while, to insure that the sight he
has remaining will last the rest of his life.
Tomorrow afternoon, we would check him into
Metropolitan General for the sixth time, the third
operation for his left eye.
I switched to the organ and my mother, probably
just to be closer, changed pianos. The dogs climbed
up on the good blue sofa, with more confidence
than usual, stretching and soothing themselves in
the deep reverberations of pedal, through two
books of hymns. I concentrated on my feet, my
father sang tenor, my mother her fine flute of
soprano. When I used the old hymnal from church,
Mama improvised on the piano, singing strong
harmony, blending with Papa's sweet sturdy
melodies, both of them remembering all the words
to all the verses.
Finally, too soon, my father said, "It's late. I'd
better take out the dogs."
While he poured brandy for my mother and me,
put a can of beer into a styrofoam insulator for
himself, I put the music away, slipping the new
duets into their slick folders last, leaving them on
top of the stack.
I was letting go of the sleep ledge, falling into a
world of almost real, almost possible things, when I
heard the gentle billows of "Amazing Grace." It
was the next song, though, that pulled me away
from dreaming--the insistent swell of Mama's
"Bless This House," at the same time a respectful
request and a heated explanation of why we were
deserving.

Our waiting room, in the surgical wing, was nicer
than I had originally expected--warm yellow with
carpet and chairs that managed to be comfortable
even though they were attached in short rows to
other chairs and little tables crowded with lamps
and ashtrays and used magazines. Off to one side
there was a smaller room, a sign saying "Chapel"
by its door, opened to reveal a row of paintings that
looked like stained glass windows.
We always tried to sit facing the wide double
doors by the elevators, so we could see the doctors
as they came out--in rumpled, faded green face
masks hanging around their necks. They would go
over to the desk; the volunteer would point, if she
had a good memory, or call, "Is there anyone here
for Mrs. Jones?" and the family would stand up,
the doctor would mutter to them, leave them
smiling and crying or just smiling.
Every so often the volunteer would start the
coffee maker on a fresh pot, replenish the tray of
cookies from a box. If there were two ladies
working, one would make an extra tray and carry it
around to the people who were reading or chain
smoking or watching the little TV set in the comer.
Mama and I always brought our own paperbacks.
The first time we'd sat for the forty.five minutes,
turning the pages without any rhythm at all, until
the ophthomologist came out and the lady pointed
and we went to stand in front of him like beggars.
"He's fine," Dr. Wood stared at our eyes. "The
surgery went beautifully. If he rests comfortably
today, he can go home in the morning. You might
want to go up to his room and wait for him; he'll be
there in a little while, and you might tell the nurse
he said he was hungry."
"He's awake?" we both said at once.
"Oh, yes. We used a local anaesthetic."
"iut they gave him a shot!" I couldn't stop

myself. I didn 't know then that my mother's fear
had also been that Papa would die on the table, of
anaesthesiologist's error.
"That was to relax him," Dr. Wood frowned a
little, "although it didn't work quite as well as I'd
hoped."
After that there had always been two shots, but it
was only today that Papa had seemed foggier, more
disoriented. Instead of complaining about missing
the hospital lunch hour, he'd mumbled some nearly
unintelligible things about dirt and feeding the
dogs.
It began to seem to me that he'd lingered over
their ritual goodbyes longer than usual, patting the
old Beagle and stroking the Schnauzer pup under
her beard.
Just before the man came to roll his bed down to
surgery, Papa had asked Mama and then me to
hold hands with him, saying in his melodramatic·
way, leaving absolutely nothing to say afterwards,
"I want you to know I love you very much."
My father had never seemed afraid of the
surgeries, and he hadn't really seemed frightened
this afternoon . ...The medication may not have
been stronger or different; Papa was a good ten
years older than he'd been for the first operation.
My mother and I had decided there was some
clever system to the surgical wing, organizing the
operating rooms and adjacent waiting rooms. We
were always in the same room, among different
strangers, whose waits had happy endings. That
first time I'd eavesdropped hard, between pages,
and heard doctors say that the patient was in the
recovery room, would be there several hours, but
no doctor had ever said they'd had to amputate, all
they could do was sew her back up, his heart was
too weak. Obviously, there were other rooms.
After we'd been waiting about thirty minutes,
steadily turning pages, the big double doors
opened. The surgeon was old, thin, stooped. His
face was neutral, so I couldn't tell anything bad was
about to happen.
The doctor met the family--two men and an older
woman. The men wore light poplin jackets, white
socks and heavy work shoes. One of them held a hat
with both hands, about waist high.
fhe doctor shook his head; I couldn't hear what
they said, but I saw the family sag, slump and
stumble away. The doctor turned and walked
slowly through the big, swinging double doors.
Cold water flushed down under my skin,
sharpening, brightening everything in the room.
I would not look at my mother. I heard her
turning pages, the rhythm no more irregular than
before.
Sometimes Mama would say she was getting
hard of hearing, but never when I played a C-sharp
for a C-flat, only when she wanted me to use more
swell on the organ. So, although I was sure she had
heard no more than I did, I worried that she might
have heard more.
When she dropped her book, I bent to pick it up,
avoiding her eyes until after I'd put the book in her
hands. Then I knew she'd seen at least as much as I
had.
"Don't worry," she said, opening the book.
I felt my face warming. I wanted to smile
gratitude at her, but I didn't.
In the nine months since I'd come home, and in
some of the years before that, patenting in my
family had gotten to be simply a matter of who was
going to get first choice for the family activity of the
moment. It had gotten pretty easy to make sure

everyone's priority got equal time, and the best
part was we each took a turn in the responsibility of
deciding whose enthusiasm won. The rest of the
time, I went to wort or read in my room, my mother
cooked and sewed, my father tended rose cuttings,
still under glass jars along the fence.
I remembered once, long ago during my
marriage, my husband had spattered steaming
radiator fluid over his face and hands. While I sat in
the dingy waiting area ofa ghetto emergency room,
three black women--one who was obviously
younger and two who could have been the same age
or twenty years apart--rushed in, wearing house
slippers and raincoats. A young doctor took them
into a little room that only maginifled their voices,
broadcasting the sounds I didn't want to hear.
"I'm sorry.'We did everything we could. It was
just too late. The police found him in an alley on
Fortieth.There was nothing anybody could do. He'd
been stabbed too many times."
That's when the high-pitched wailing had begun,
thin shrieks coming from them like a cannon)asting
longer than breath, nearly covering the doctor's
drone: ''The police will want to talk to you, to see if
you can think of anybody who might have done
such a thing."
I wondered if my motherandl would be slumpers

or screamers, if she had a preference, an idea of
how she wanted us to behave.
I decided to count to fifty between each page, lost
track each time somewhere between thirty-seven
and forty-two.
Dr. Wood came through the doors, started to the
desk, but he saw us stand up and walked over to us,
standing close enough to study our eyes.
After a late breakfast, I said, "Now we'll all look
at the cardinals, then we'll each carry two buckets
of dirt into the yard and then we'll have some
music.''
"No," they said. "Music first."
"I think I saw 'Send in the Clowns' in the new
duets,'' Mama smiled at me.
My father let up the shades in the living room,
and the mid-day, mid-year sun made warm ovals on
the carpet. The dogs sniffed, turned around a
couple of times and lay down.
I held winnership in my palms like new-blown
Swedish crystal. " 'The Hallelujah Chorus'," I
said, plugging in the organ.
Even in our tiny family, with everybody trying
hard, enthusiasms don't always fall into tidy
sequence. But sometimes it's no trouble at all to
match the sun.
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Chancy closed the book and looked at the dog for
a minute. "Hey, do you see with original eyes?"
she said, patting his head. He turned brown almost
black expressve eyes up at her. "Yeah, I think you
do."
"What?" yelled her roommate, Rachel, from the
kitchen.
"I wasn't talking to you Rach. More to myself."
She went into the kitchen and sat down at the table.
"I just finished reading this really good book, The
Adventures of Augie March. You should read it
sometime. There's one place where Augie says that
it's too bad humans can't see with original eyes like
animals. That's sort of what's wrong with the race.
You know? Too much history."
"Chancy, I can't make sense out of half of what
you talk about. What do you mean 'original eyes'?"
"Well, I'm not sure. I don't know. This Saul
Bellow is pretty intellectual, full of allusions."
"Yeah," replied Rachel, "That's the problem
with you writers, you're all full of illusions."
"Well," said Chancy, "Maybe. I gotta write a
paper about it. It' s due tomorrow. If anybody calls,
I'm not here. Unless Kevin calls. I'll talk to
Kevin."
"English majors don't make any sense, you
know it? How come you spend all that time reading
and writing if you aren't going to use it later in
life?"
"I don't know. Probably because I'll eventually
find some use for it. And since I'm a writer, it's
good for me to know what's already been written so
I won't repeat everybody else."
"You got a paper due tomorrow and you're just
now getting started on it?"
"Yeah, I better get to work."
She went into her room, sat in the middle of the
bed with a notebook, novel and pencil. Opened the
notebook to a blank page and wrote, "Original
eyes," in large letters. Crossed her legs Indian
style. Doodled a little on the page. Got up from the
bed, picked up a hairbrush from the dresser,
brushed her hair. Leaned toward the mirror.
Looked into her own eyes. Sat back on . the bed.
Peeled off her socks. Wrote, "help," in her
notebook. The Adventures of Saul Bellow is a
masterpiece," she wrote. "Christ, Chancy, every
novel is a masterpiece if you look at it in a certain
light," she said out loud. She turned the page and
read some notes she had taken in class that
morning:
contemporary lit. influenced by Camus'
existential view·· Barth, Brautigan, Vonne
gut, Lessing, Bellow-- must read Denial of
Death. Read at least four works by one ofthe
above·· write reports. Tell Kevin you think
you love him kiss him don 't wait for him to
make the first move-- paper due Monday
-Augie March
She went over and picked up her guitar getting a
warped neck from leaning against the wall.
Strummed a D chord. Practiced a scale. Went back
to the notebook and wrote:
Augie March is a man tom between love and
hate for human kind. He is controlled by
outside influences to such an extent that he's
really a dumb shit.
She admired her own wit. "Boy, I'm just like
Augie. I got no eyes, I know nothing but I'm alive.
God! I better get something on paper. This thing is
due tomorrow." She wrote a whole page without
stopping. As she began the second page, the phone
rang. She listened.
"Chance, it's Kevin," Rachel yelled from the
other room.

"Hello, Kev, what's up?"
"Want to go to a party tonight?"
"Yeah, I should write a paper tonight, but I can
go to the party for a little while. Who's is it?"
"Harold, this guy I know. You'll like him. He's
strange but he's a riot to be around."
"Okay. You picking me up or am I meeting
you?"
"I'll pick you up. He lives off campus about a
mile. I'll have to drive."
"Okay, see you when?"
"In an hour?"
As soon as they got to the party, Kevin began
talking with a guy who was thinking ofchanging his
1major to geology.
From religion to geology? Chancy wondered
while sitting next to Kevin on the couch, scraping
the label from a beer bottle with her fingernail.
Half-listening to Kevin discuss his summer field
experience, she looked around the room. She saw
some familiar faces but knew no one. The room was
dim. Distorted music blasted from the stereo. She
wasn't sure where she was since it had been dark
when they'd driven over; and Chancy, who wasn't
much of a driver, but a walker, never noticed where
she was going unless she was driving. Kevin
seemed brilliant to her as he discussed geologic
history with his friend. He sure seemed great in
thatlab I had with him last semester. He talks with
such ease and he's so assured about everything.
The host had gone into the kitchen an hour ago.
He's probably throwing up in the bathroom by now.
He was obviously obnoxiously drunk when we got
here. Three people sat cross-legged in the middle
of the floor playing twenty questions.
"The initials are J.C."
"Where does this person live?"
"No, no - you can only ask yes or no questions." '
"Oh, l see; well is this person in politics?"
"No."

"Is it a man?"
"Yes but you guys will never guess this one."
Sure they will, thought Chancy, nothing's
forever .
Kevin was discussing continental drift. "Well,
the theory is that all the land on earth was one big
mass at one time, and movement in the ocean basin
caused the eventual break-up of the mass."
Chancy shifted, thinking she ought to take
another year of geology to impress Kevin; picked at
a beer bottle, remembering Kevin kissing her as
soon as they got in the car. (Sitting on the
passenger side with her hands in her lap and her
legs crossed, she feels rather prim. Kevin turns the
key in the ignition and says they'll have to let the
car warm up for a while. Then he reaches over and
puts his hand on her neck. "Corne here." Such a
nice kiss that she doesn't want to go to the party.)
Here she was.
Kevin put his hand on her knee. "Isn't that
right?"
"What?" She started a little, smiled brightly.
"The girls in geology, they' re all beautiful.
That's how Chancy and I met. She was in my lab
fall quarter. I'm a teaching assistant."
Chancy smiled brighter. "Yeah. That's right. I
don't know about the beautiful part though."
The guy smiled back and said, "Well if all girls
are like you ... "
"Kevin's feeding you crap. The geology depart•
rnent's about to fold because there isn't enough
student interest, and he's trying to recruit you."
"Yeah, the religion department's in trouble too.
There just aren't enough students. You know. Most

people who go to Southwestern State are business
and tech people. They take religion classes to fill
general education requirements."
"Yeah, I know. Sarne way with English." Kevin
went to the kitchen for more beer. "Kevin didn't
tell me your name."
"Mick. And you're Chancy?"
''Uh-huh.''
"How'd you get an unusual name like that?"
"Well, my real name is French, Chantal. People
can't say it right. I've been called Chantle and
Chant-tell and Shontle but never Chantal." She
said it sort of Frenchly for him. "My father and
mother always used to call me Chantal but they
broke up when I was little, and my mother hates my
father now because he deserted in the face of the
enemy •· me. So she started calling me Chancy
since she didn't want to be reminded of his name
for me, I guess. Also I'm nothing like my father, so
it's all the better that I just go by Chancy. I don't
want to be reminded of him either."
"Still," Mick smiled, "Chantal is pretty."
"Thanks. At least you can say it right."
"I know!" shouted one of the twenty questions
group, "Johnny Carson."
"Wrong!"
Kevin came back with three beers. Mick refused
his, so Chancy said she'd split the extra with
Kevin.
"Anyway," Kevin sat down, "if you switch to
geology I think you '11 really like it."
Chancy rolled her eyes and lit a cigarette. Damn
you Kevin, you're brilliant and wonderful the way
you get so excited about rocks and stuff but what
about me? (The first day of class, Chancy doesn't
understand the lab assignment. He leans over her
shoulder and points to the igneous and sedimentary
rocks. "One way of telling the difference is that
sedimentaries are usually prettier.'' She looks up at
him and he smiles. Prettier, she thinks, what a nice
scientist. He has a nice smell. His hair is longish
and soft. Leaning over her like that, he seems to
like her.)
''Chancy!''
Looking up, she thought oh god Danny
Cummings. What's he doing here? "Hi Dani"
Smiled brightly. What an ass. "What're you doing
here? You know these people?"
"Yeah, me and Harold've been friends for a long
time. I don't see him much now that I'm not in
school but I thought I'd drop by for a while. You
seen Vicky here?"
"No," Chancy lied though she had seen Vicky
leave earlier with some guy shortly after she and
Kevin had arrived. She figured Vicky and Dan were
having it out as usual, playing silly little games.
Chancy wanted no part of it. "Your friend Chuck is
here though. He was pretty drunk. I think he
passed out in Harold's bedroom."
Danny sort of grunted and said he and Chuck
almost got in a fight earlier.
"What happened?" Chancy tried to look
concerned as she was remembering how stupid
he'd been in Freshman Comp. He'd flunked.
"Aw, we started out about four this afternoon
playing pool in a bar down the street drinkin'
tequila and beer and we got fuckin' drunk."
"What was the fight about?"
"Aw, shit, I was talking about Vicky and Chuck
doesn't like Vicky and she doesn't like him either,
and he said some stuff about her that made me
mad. We were really going to fight. I was ready to
hit the bastard. He said he didn't want to. I was
ready to hit the bastard. He said he didn't wanta
fight and he was coming up here."
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"Why don't you wake him up? Take him home?"
"Aw, let him sleep." He fumbled at his shirt and
mumbled, "mother fuck," as he realized he was
out of cigarettes.
Chancy handed him her pack, deciding she
wasn't going to get involved in this mess.
"I almost got thrown in jail tonight, man."
"What happened?"
"Well you know I got busted for drugs last
spring right before I got kicked out of school, and
now every time the cops see me on the street at
night, they hassle me because they know I'm
expelled. They' re real hostile to outsiders around
here. Anyway I was taking a walk tonight after
Chuck left, and this pig cop pulls up beside me and
says, 'I suggest you get off the streets, Mr.
Cummings, or I'm going to throw your ass in jail. '
So I came up here. I knew Harold was partym'
tonight. Where is Harold anyway?"
"I don't know. He might be in the kitchen."
Kevin put his arm around Chancy and asked if
she thought geology was difficult.
"I don't know. Yeah, I guesso. I never could
figure out the stuff about faults and slips and
earthquakes. Are you really gonna switch to
geology, Mick?"
Kevin said earthquakes were related to plate
tectonics and continental drift. Chancy tried to
listen to Kevin while Danny continued his
monologue about being too drunk, Vicky, Chuck.
Chancy finally resigned to it. He was saying how
Vicky was really good for him because she could
make him straighten up, and how he really loved
her. Chancy nodded her head and made sympathe
tic noises.
"I want to do something with my hands," he
said, "marry Vicky. Settle down."
And Chancy considered that one, and restrained
a sour face. Who could live with this guy? He
doesn't know up from down.
"When I get high or drunk -· lotta times I just
want to split •· travel around. Hell with Vicky and
everything else. I'm a freak. Gotta lot on my mind.
Lotta troubles. Gotta get things straight, make up
my mind. Did Vicky come up here tonight? I was
supposed to meet her here at six-thirty, but I didn't
make it on time. She hasn't been here, has she?"
"I don't think so, Danny, I haven't seen her."
Lying again.
"Well ," said Kevin, "Continental drift is just an
hypothesis. Basically, what it means is that the
front of the land mass •· or possibly two continents
separated by ocean -- would drag against the lower
zone of the earth's bedrock where earthquake
waves can travel at high velocity," stroking ·
Chaney's hand absently.
"That guy your boyfriend?" asked Danny.
Chancy nodded. "l don't want to intrude on you
two."
"Oh no," Chancy protested, " You're fine."
"I think I'll go call Vicky. There's a phone booth
across the street. I won't be back. Nice seein' you
Chancy. I'll leave you two to talk. Didn't mean to
butt in."
"Danny, you better stay here in case that cop
sees you again. " Then she gave herself a swift
mental kick.
"I want to talk to Vicky."
Twenty questions was still going on. Boring.
"You gotta be kidding, not Jesus Christi"
"You got it, Sister."
"Who'd ever think of that. Good one though. It's
so obvious you'd never guess. J.C. of course. Okay,
okay, I got one."
Chancy went into the kitchen for a beer. Harold
and a girl were leaning against the refrigerator
kissing. She started to leave, but Harold, seeing
her, stopped kissing long enough to reach into the
refrigerator and hand her a beer.
"Thanks." But they were kissing again, and she
remembered the kiss in the car. As she sat back
down on the couch, close to Kevin, he handed her a
hashish pipe. She lit it, pulled hard on it, passed it
on. I'm getting wiped out and I have to write a
paper when I get home. She speculated about
"original eyes." There's an idea in there
somewhere .. how humans can't see with eyes in
the present tense, but animals can. Kevin was
saying sometimes earthquakes aren't even per
ceptible, or sometimes, even if you feel the

tremors, they're local and can sometimes be caused
by heavy traffic or an explosion of some kind.
"That's how they look for petroleum •· by
generating artificial earthquakes with explosives.
The ones people produce cause a weak tremor in
the shallow levels of the earth's crust."
Danny came back and Chancy asked if he had
reached Vicky.
"No, her roommate said she hasn't been home
all night. It's ten-thirty. I don't know where she
could be." He said Vicky was probably going out on
him and how she said she could go out with
different guys any time she wanted, how she went
around laying guys she didn't know and it wasn't
that he really cared, it didn't bother him. Chancy
noticed a tear welling up in his left eye. He went on
and on. Kevin said that deep quakes go down into
the earth's surface as far as five hundred miles.
Really significant earthquakes were tectonic,
beginning in the earth's structure because of
movement within the solid earth.
"Like in San Francisco in 1906. That was because
of a fault •· a horizontal split in the earth. Rock on
both sides of the fault was under pressure. The rock
got pressed tighter and tighter together, com
pressed. The rock ruptured under all that pressure
suddenly and all that stored energy was released in
earthquake waves."
"Vicky can be a real bitch. But I love her and I
gotta try to call her again. You want to walk over
there with me, Chancy?"
"I think I'll stay here."
"Why don't you come with me?"
"Well... Danny... okay." She told Kevin she was
going out for some air. He nodded and handed her
the hash pipe again. She took two drags, passed it
to Mick, but he refused it as he asked Kevin about
the plasticity of rock,
"Some," replied Kevin, "will only bend under
pressure depending on what kind of rock it is. The
brittle types will fracture. It's funny how rock will
fracture under relatively light pressure, but then
under greater pressure, it will be deformed but
won't rupture. Over a period of time, a body of rock
undergoing a whole lot of pressure or folding will
give way."
Outside it was bitterly cold but it was a nice
change of atmosphere. Standing outside the phone
booth while Danny made his phone call, Chancy
was beginning to feel a little less dizzy and stuffy.
Her thoughts went back to Augie March . I get
pulled into things all the time. What a fool. I'm
going to tell Kevin it's time to go when Danny and I
get back to the party. I'm sick of this.
"Goddam her!" Danny smacked the telephone
booth and started beating the telephone with both
fists. Chancy grabbed his arm. "That fucking
whore!" He was sobbing.
"C'mon Dan, it's not that bad. Calm down."
Chaney's hands shook. She felt like throwing up.
Tears were streaming down his face. Chancy
took his arm, "C'mon Dan let's go back. I'll get you
a beer when we get back." Shut up Danny, please
shut up. His hand was bleeding. "Look at your
hand ." He didn't rub it or anything.
"She wasn't there. The dog ass wasn't there."
"She'll probably find out you've called and then
she'll come over to the party. Did you tell her
roommate where you are?"
Wal king back across the street, he started
talking about his mother, blubbering how she
thinks he's in college and that's why he stays
around campus. He takes advantage of her. But for
that bitch Vicky, he lies to his mother so he can be
close to Vicky. He's nothing but a bum.
Shut up
shut up
stop it stop it. Chancy
decided to wake Chuck up when they got back and
let him take care of Danny. This was too much and
Kevin was still in there talking about earthquakes
and he could care less about Danny or Vicky and he
sure as hell had the right attitude about parties.
Just sit down somewhere and don't get involved.
Chancy was a little drunk and wondered who the
hell lived here anyway.
Danny went straight to the bathroom to wash his
hand off when they got back. Nobody noticed the
state he was in because everybody was pretty looje
by now.'Twenty questions was still going on. "Is
this guy dead?"
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"Yes."
Chancy tried to wake Chuck up. It took a while
but he finally opened his eyes.
"Chuck, Dan's here. He's in pretty bad shape.
Will you take him home?"
He tried to kiss Chancy. "No, you stupid ass.
Wake up."
She returned to her place on the couch next to
Kevin. "Are you still talking earthquakes?"
Danny and Chuck came downstairs together.
They were apologizing to one another about the
argument. Chancy strained to hear what Chuck was
saying, hoping he was saying it was time to leave.
Danny told him about bitch Vicky. Chuck said they
should get out of there because he had to go to work
in the morning. Chancy, still wearing her jacket,
followed them outside. "You guys be careful,
okay?" Then Vicky pulled up to the curb in her car.
She got out and aid she was there at six-thirty and
\I.hat the hell was Danny thinking of to call her
roommate all night long and keep her up to all
hours of the night. Danny looked questioningly at
Chancy who said, "she must've left before I got
here," and Chuck apologized to Chancy.
She went inside and watched the three of them
from the door window. Someone had turned the
stereo off. She could hear their voices outside.
Vicky yelled, "Stupid ass!" There were tears in her
voice. She got back in the car. Danny yelled, "Fuck
you I" Vicky gunned the engine and yelled
something through the closed car window, her face
a twisted grotesque. Somebody put a record on the
stereo and turned it up full volume. "ROCK ME
ROCK ME ROCKME ROCKME ALL NIGHT
LONG." Chuck put his hand on Danny's shoulder
and the two lanky figures walked slowly down the
street. Chancy leaned her forehead against the
windowpane. She didn't know why, but she was
crying.
Mick, coming down the stairs, saw her leaning
against the door. "What's wrong, Chancy?" She
turned around after she swiped at her face. "You
crying?"
"No, I just came in from outside and it's so cold
my eyes are watering." She told him the whole
story.
Mick sat doY.n on the bottom step. "Sounds
pretty crazy," he said.
At four o'clock the following morning, Chancy
. at on her bed writing about "original eyes" in The
Adventures of Augie March. Two handwritten
pages were wadded up on the floor. The one she
was v.riting seemed more to the point. Before,
her own thoughts were getting mixed up with
Saul's and she 'd had a hard time keeping herself
from writing about what had happened at the party
and afterv.ards, but this page seemed to be going
all right. She'd had the idea while walking home
from Harold's with Mick.
Thea Fenchel, Augie 's lover (one of many in
the novel) tells him that people "don 't want
you to care for them as they really are.. . You
have to be conscious of them as they love to
be seen. They live through observation by the
ones around them and they want you to live
like that too... they will make you suffer for
what they are. '' Thea has figured out one of
Augie's most pressing problems. It isn't that
he doesn't know it; it's just that he's never
met anyone who realizes it as he does.
Chancy stopped writing for a moment., rubbed
her eyes, rested her head in her hands.
Later on, Augie says that "some things I
have an ability to see without feeling much
previous history, almost like birds or dogs
that have no human condition but are always
living in the same age, the same at
Charlemagne's feet as on a Missouri scow or
in a Chicago junkyard. '' The only problem is
Augie has a hard time seeing people in that
way and that's what's wrong because he
wants to see people with "original eyes, " but
he can't. Human beings aren't very original
when it comes to how "they love to be seen. "
Damn Kevin, she thought, he knew I'd be back. I
don't know why he left. I shouldn't have left either.
Not without him. Well, anyway, Mick was
interesting. What had begun with Mick's remark
that she really shouldn't have another beer because

alcohol would destroy her body, had turned into a
conversation about religion.
"Why shouldn't I have another beer because it
destroys my body? Everything does, doesn't it?
You some kind of health nut or something?
"No, I'm a God nut. I'm a Christian and we
believe that alcohol and other drugs are influences
of the devil. Satan wants to ruin everything for
God. We shouldn't destroy this gift from the Lord,
our bodies, since he gave them to us in love and
generosity.''
When Chancy had asked what he was doing at a
party like that if he was so religious, he'd answered
that he' d been talking to Harold for several days
about joining The Way, a non-denominational Bible
study group.
"Harold? I only just met the guy, but from what I
can see, he' s made a joke of you. Looks to me like
he invited you here to convert you into a heathen
instead of you converting him to a Christian."
" l didn't really know what kind of party this was
going to be or I wouldn't have come. Anyway, I met
Kevir,. ice guy. He knows what he's talking about
when it comes to geology. I think I really am going
to change my major from religion."
" How come?" She swigged at her beer, lit a
cigarette. Mick took the beer away from her. She
took it back. " You ought to try it yourself
sometime. You know, for a Jesus Freak you don't
add up. I think you lack the courage of your
convictions. Otherwise, why would you want to
exchange science for religion in your studies?"
"No. You're all wrong. Science backs religion
up. Especially geology. It matches up with
Genesis."
"Only according to what hypothesis you adopt.
You should read Chardin. He'll back you up all the
way. Science and religion were born simultaneous
ly he says."
"No. He's Catholic. The Catholic church is the
"abominable church" mentioned in the Bible."
"You're not being fair, Mick, I'm sure Catholics
love God as much as you do."
"Probably."
"Well, anyway you're talking to the wrong girl
about this. I'm an atheist."
"Don't say you're an atheist, say you're
agnostic. You're just confused and you don't know
what you believe, but I can tell you're a very
spiritual girl."
"I am?"
Harold came bounding down the stairs just then,
stark naked, yelling, "Check the flag on this bike!
I'm a beautiful American. You're all crazies here
and you love to be entertained. Everything I
undertake is a major production, and I like it that
way! I'm an entertainer! I'll get you stoned! Drunk!
Put on a show absolutely free of charge to all who
enter here I"
Chancy was doubled over, shaking with laughter,
tears in her eyes when Mick said, "Let's get out of
here."
"Okay. We'll go for a walk (gasp giggle) let me
just find Kevin." She found him in the kitchen very
drunk. He put his arm around her.
"How you doing there, Chance? Having a good
time?"
"Yeah I've been sitting on the stairs in the dark
talking t~ Mick about God of all things. We're
going for a walk. He was embarrassed by Harold's
little show." She took three beers from the
refrigerator.
"You going to drink all that yourself?"
"Yeah, I figure I better stay loose if I'm going to
continue this conversation with the holy man. We'll
be back in a little while."
Kevin told her to Just remember who she came
with and she said she didn't think that Mick would
care 'too much for an atheist anyway. Kevin kissed
her again drunkenly.
That was the last she had seen of Kevin. Here
she sat, trying to write about Augie who lived in a
book, thinking about Kevin whom she'd pro~ably
never see again , about Mick who had not a smgle
thought of his own in his head who had made her
mess up her chances with Kevin who she wanted
more than anything to see again .
At one point in the novel. Augie asks,
"How is it that human beings will submit to
the gyps of previous history while mere

creatures loolc with their original eyes?'' It is
evident from this question that Augie and
everyone else is created by "the gyps of
history."
Sitting in Mick's car, drinkin~ beer and wanting
very much to say goddam or Jesus fucking Christ,
she had agreed to go to "a friend's house" which
turned out to be a church way the hell out in the
country somewhere. Mick tried to make her pray
out there on the cold steps of the church. (A
cathedral for madmen). "Look, she said gently, "I
don't believe in God. You have your principles and
I have mine. You make me feel like a criminal."
She twisted the cap off the last of the three beers,
lit a cigarette.
"Chantal, took what you' re doing to yourself:"
"Mick, don't call me Chantal. What am I domg
that's so awful? I know I'm quite drunk, but at least
I'm responsible. God doesn' t mind, I'm sure.
Listen to me. I sound like I'm a believer, but I'm
not. I tell you , I'm not." She stamped her feet and
rubbed her hands together. "I'm freezing, Mick,
let's go."
"No. I gotta tell you this story about St.
Augustine. He was like you. He was very spiritual.
He loved to get drunk and have harlots around
him." Chancy sniggered. "But all the time he w~s
doing all these terrible things to his body, he was m
great turmoil and he felt his soul was possessed by
the devil , but he loved God, despite the sins. And
then one day when he was so mentally torn up, he
went and opened up the Bible and do you know
what he turned to? This passage: 'Not in rioting
and drunkenness, not in chambering and wanton
ness, not in strife and envying; but put ye on the
Lord Jesus Christ, and make not provision for the
flesh, to fulfill the flesh thereof.' "
Chancy put her arms around Mick then _and
kissed the hell out of him. It was purely physical,
and she knew he'd be offended but she had to make
him sensate so maybe he would understand about
her body and why she did things to it that might
eventually destroy it. "Don't you see, Mick? It's
like geology?"
"What?"
"Remember what Kevin said about earthquakes,
how the earth is always breaking up infinitely? I
kissed you just then so you could see that I have no
more control over what happens to my body than
the earth does. And you don't either. Outside
forces are always working from the inside out. I.
kissed you and I bet your body responded didn't
it?"
"Yes.'' His arms were still around her.
"You've got too much histo~y. Mick. You live in
the Middle Ages with St. Tom Aquinas. You'd have
been uncomfortable in Windsor Castle with J'ohn
Donne and Shakespeare. And look at u,, how
miserable we are. Grand precepts to liv.e by. We
live in hard times and if we all get Christian
everything will be all right. Right? Right. Johnny
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Carson or Jesus Christ? And look at us poor souls
down here in the dead of winter trying to pray• Now
take me the hell back to that party because I refuse
to pray.''
And then they'd had a flat tire on the way back,
and Mick didn't carry a spare in his car. In the
middle of dark places, the nearest gas station at
at least two miles away and probably closed, they
stood outside the car for twenty minutes arguing
about whether to walk to a gas station or the
nearest house. It was bitterly cold. They ended up
at a gas station but they didn't have enough money
between them to buy a used tire, and besides the
attendant wouldn't give them a lift into town
because he was suspicious of these kids from the'
college town. He called the police who took them
back to Harold's and warned them about driving
around out in the country unprepared because you
never know what's going to happen to you. While
all of that went on, Chancy and Mick hadn't said a
word to each other. They were frozen stiff. As they
went up the walkway to the party, Mick said, "tve
never been so scared in all my life, you know tt? I
thought we'd be arrested or something. And befo~e
the police I thought somebody would come along m
a car and abduct us or murder us or something.''
"Yes, and it was so cold too.''
Then they discovered Kevin had left hours ago
and everyone else was kissing on the floor. Chancy
remembered Kevin's kiss in the car, and the one
before she'd left, Just Remember Who You Came
With. Nobody offered them a ride back to campus.
Chancy wasn't sure of the way back. Mick was, so
he walked her home and apologized all up and
down every street for getting her into such a mess.
She finally became impatient and asked him to shut
up. She offered to let him sleep on the couch at her
apartment, but he said he didn't live too far away
and would just walk on home.
"I bet you really hate me don't you, Chancy?"
"Hate you? Nope. I was a little angry I guess but
I don't hate you. I don't hate anybody. ls isn't in my
character."
"You are a very spiritual girl, you know that,
don't you?"
"Yeah, I guesso. Maybe that's why I don't
believe in God."
"You contradict yourself.''
"Maybe. Maybe my spirit needs from love what I
never found in God.''
Chancy felt lucky sitting on her own bed at
five-thirty in the morning writing about Augie
March and "original eyes" though she really
wasn't sure about what she was writing. She
probably would never see Kevin again. No more
kisses. Well, it all added up somehow, anyway -
Danny, Mick, Kevin, Twenty Questions, Harold,
earthquakes and gods. She decided to ask the prof
for an extension on the paper. She turned off the
light. He was a nice man. He probably wouldn't
mind if the paper were a day or so late.

Dues
"This one time I's workin' a job, there was three,
fo' comp'nies on it. Fed'ril job, evabody rakin it in.
Nobody knowin what part they's, what part his!
Like they 'magon'd a line down by this one ramp.
Now, what I wanna know, what they gonna do when
they po' concrete? Guys be shoutin at each other,
'Y'all get off my mud.'
"Don' matter. Anyway, I's workin fo these
carpenters (that's a laborer with the sense beat out
a him, don' cha know), and they did'n have nuthin
fo me to do, so this foreman sends me to sweep up
down by the ramp. So I go.
"I'm workin see, and this dude come up me-big
black dude, run jackhammer with his toes-and he
say, 'what you doin here? You workin for so and
so?' And his voice is deep. It's as deep an' as black
as tar. And I look up at him. He's wearin a union
badge, so I figger he's Union steward fo some
company. So I say 'No, I'm workin for so and so.
They s~nt me over here to sweep up.' 'No, no, no!'
he says. 'This ain't theirs, this is so and so's. Now
you take that broom, go round 'side that buildin
and clean up on they part o' the project.'
"Okay. So I go round and start leanin on my
broom 'cause they ain't nuthin there to sweep. I'm
lookin at the birds, gettin a tan, countin my money,
when up come the carpenter foreman. And he
stops. And he looks round where I'm at. And they
ain't nuthin to see, so he looks at me kinda curious.
" 'Didn' I tell you ta go clean up by that ramp?' I
tell him, 'Well, yeah, but see the Union steward for
so and so said that was they's work.' 'That's
wrong, that's wrong. You go on back there and
clean up. They ain't nuthin to do here.' I go, 'But,
uh ... he, uh .. .' And he looks right through me, the
way hillbillys do, and he says 'I ain't payin you ta
beat off.' I think to myself, 'Oh, yeah, that's right.
You're not are ya?' I kinda smile an nod my head

John Miller
.and head back for the ramp.
"So I'm there awhile and I'm workin hard and
the dust is flyin, and all of a sudden I hear, 'Hey,
you!' It's the steward, see. 'Man, what you doin
here? You hard a hearin or somethin?'
"I say, 'Well, they ain't nuthin to do over there,
so I, uh ... ' and he says, 'So you thought you'd come
back here? Dummy. This ain't you job. I don't care
what you do. You can go play with yoself, you ain't
s'posed to work on this ramp. You got me?' 'I got
ya.'
"I go back round and try to kinda hide by the side
a the buildin, but the carpenter, he sees me.
"He comes over and says, 'What the hell you
think you doin, boy?' I kinda shrug. 'That steward,
he say ... ' 'Piss on that steward I You go back there
and work or you go pick up yer check I' Back I go
again.
"I start cleanin up out a sight under the ramp.
But that steward, he's lookin for me now and I see
his legs from out under the hole. 'Hey, brother,
come 'mere a minute.' I come out and he puts his
forty pound arm round my shoulder. 'Now look
here,' he says, 'If you come over here, on this job,
that means there's that much less work to be done
on this job. You don't want to take somebody's job
from 'em, do yuh?' 'No, I ain't trying .. .' 'Good.
Now look here.' He picks up a two-by-four, goes to
the comer of the buildin and draws a line. He
points to it and says, 'See that line?' I'm noddin my
head. He says, 'You go over there. You belong over
there.'
"So I'm caught, see. So I figger if I work right
about on that line, nobody be bothered. So I'm
fidgetin around awhile, snatchin a board from the
ramp and cleanin it off round the corner for the
carpenter, sweepin other side a the line for the

steward when all of a sudden I see both a them
comin toward me at the corner.
"They both stand by me, lookin at me. The
carpenter don't look at the other guy, he looks at
me and says, 'I thought I told you to clean up that
ramp.' The dude looks at me and says, 'You ain't
gonna touch that ramp.' The carpenter says, 'Oh
yes you are. I'm foreman on this job and what I say,
you do.' The dude looks up and says, 'I'm steward
on this job and you ain't the foreman and he don't
work with me.' The carpenter looks at him and
says, 'You ain't steward on my job and this ain't
none of your business.' The dude says, 'This ain't
your job and it is my business.'
"So they start gettin hot and I see people lookin
over at us. And then, a couple of other carpenters
come walkin over. All the time these two arguin'
'bout the contract. And this one other carpenter's
got his hammer with him and he's kinda movin it
round. And he comes up to the dude and goes,
'Now wait just a minute here, boy.'
'' And then it happened. That dude turned
around to him, grabbed his shirt and lifted him, one
handed, 'bout three feet off the ground. 'Boy?I
BOn? Who you callin "boy", Mister? You got any
boy as big as I am, as old as I am, or as black as I
am? I ain't yer boy.' And that guy was kinda
gurglin and shakin, and the rest of 'em was sorta
just standin there. Then he sets him down.
"They all stand there breathin awhile, then the
foreman starts pickin at his fingernails and says,
sorta to the dude, 'Maybe you and me better get
together with our supervisors 'bout this.' And that
was it."
"Yeah, but... uh ... what happened?"
"Oh, I got laid off. But that's all right. I had five
hours in by then, so they had to pay me for a whole
day."
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"Getting bottles, I guess."
"Oh--bottles." Pause. "What do you mean
bottles?"
"That's where the guys keep them, Mom, the
beer bottles, and whenever they're short on cash,
they take 'em back to the store."
"But they're not even old enough to buy beer."
"Fake 1D's, Mom."
Mary didn't get surprised much anymore. At
seven a.m. , Monday through Friday, she watched
five or six skinny kids walk to the bus stop. She
heard they skipped breakfast to leave early to allow
time for a joint.
The kids rarely left the street except when they
went to school which wasn't very regular, or to go
to the Mini-store. They didn't play ball, or dance,
or read books, or take bike-hikes. They didn't go
anywhere with their parents--invisible people Mary
only heard about, or who blurred past her window
in a big car. The kids stayed in school until they got
a factory job or went to vocational school. They
married early and perpetuated the cycle of Blossom
Street.
Mary spotted Jerry's car pass by. She hadn't
talked with him for almost three weeks, but there
wasn't much to do until the papers came back.
Jerry was leaving the neighborhood soon--going
to college, and Mary felt there was a purpose for
her being trapped on Blossom Street. She snuggled
closer to the window, resting her head and arms on
the back of the chair, remembering how it all
started.
The group around the tree was splitting up as she
drove up one night. "Hi, Miss Anderson," they
called to her separately--one Hi overlapping
another. "What you been doing out this late at
night--partying?"
''Hi, fellows--just shopping at the all-night
supermarket--big day tomorrow."

Blossom Street
Carol Grant

"Lett_ie, Hi, come on in. Can I get you a cup of
coffee--Just perked a pot?" Lettie Jennings was a
husky woman, wearing a flowered cotton dress, as
usual. Her hair was severely pulled back from her
face. Once a week she went to the beauty shop to
have it stacked. The kids used to call her Mrs.
Plastic Hair, but lately had begun referring to her a
a "Conehead."
"Thanks, Mary, but my story comes on in a few
minutes, and I just never miss it. Did you see it
yesterday when that man-chasin', bleached floozie
Lorna Jacobs was makin' a play for Tom and Tom's
poor wife sick in bed and dying, maybe?"
"I missed it. I don't watch TV very often. By the
way, we have an extra ticket to sec the Metro
politan Dance Company on Saturday. How about
coming with us? It ought to be quite good."
"Saturday, Mary, is my Bingo night, and you
know how I am about that. What I came about was
that Monday I have a chance to go bowling, and I
was wondering if you could watch Johnny. Big
John 'II be home, but there's a football game on TV,
and the only thing he wants to be bothered with is a
six pack."
"Sure, Lettie. Bring Johnny over. I'll get out the
easel and smocks. and we'll have a good time
pretending to be famous artists."
"Oh, I know. Last time Johnny was over here
painting, he came home wanting me to go out and
buy all kinds of art stuff. But I can't see no sense in
it--just makes a big mess. Don't know how you put
up with it. I have to git home now and thanks a lot,
Mary."
Mrs. Jennings left and Mary went back to

"I'll help with your bags," Jerry offered.
"Thanks, Jerry. How are things going for you?"
"So-so. Working in the factory pays good, but it
ain't all that great."
"I guess not."
"How about a cup of coffee? None of my
groceries are perishable. They can wait a while."
"Okay." He sat down at the kitchen table.
"Tell me about your job."
"Nothing to tell--we make special barn doors for
livestock. Been workin' there almost two years
' since I graduated from high school. I'd just like to
work on my own--maybe have my own business, be
independent."
"Mmmm, that takes a lot of work."
"Sure does. But I want to do something
worthwhile with my life--you know, instead of eight
hours a day drilling holes in barn doors."
"I hear what you're saying. Have you ever
thought about experimenting a little--trying some
thing else?"
Jerry had clear, green eyes, and his hair was
cropped fairly short with loose curls, like Little
Orphan Annie.
"Used to think about going to Hocking Tech," he
said.
"What do they do?"
"It's for studying life sciences, and things like
that. My old science teacher talked about it. I used
to help with special biology projects in the lab. I
really got into it. The field is pretty saturated right
now, I guess. Might be hard to get a job anyway."
"I don't know about that. I think it has a lot to do
with the individual. A friend of mine has a daughter
who went to a school like you're talking about and
she's landed some interesting jobs. She is
presently in the Pocono Mountains researching the
life cycle of the Gypsy Moth, and loves it. She
didn't have anything special going for her but

determination."
Jerry's eyes smiled almost as much as his mouth.
Tiredness left Mary's body, and she was sitting
up straighter and talking with more expression,
and the rate was definitely faster.
"What's stopping you, Jerry? You're young, no
responsibilities."
"Nothing, really--my grades were pretty fair-
guess just leaving everybody here."
"You can always come back here. Do you know
much about that school?"
"A little, a friend of mine is a forest ranger
thert:, and..."
Two days later, he stopped by to ask the correct
procedures for getting information to apply. They
wrote to the college, and for his transcripts. It was
just a matter of time.
Mary remembered the first boy she had talked to
about college. He was so bright and inquisitive--a
natural for college. Then a single, late-night car
chase and he was gone--dead. The next person she
tried to help decided four years was too long and
she dropped out after the first year. Mary lost her
to an assembly line.
Mary vowed then that she would never try again.
Now she was glad she had changed her mind.
Mary's eyes moved toward the door, as her other
daughter entered. "Hi, Mom, Rusty's got drama
club. He'll be home later. Guess what? Jan Phelps
is pregnant."
"So I heard. That seems to be the big news
today."
"I was sitting by her in Study Hall and she says
she is going to get married right away, but she's
not going to quit school."
"That's good to hear. Who's she going to marry?
Anybody we know?"
"Yea, Jerry."

Minutolo
~bsorbing herself in Beethoven and patching blue
Jeans. The whole family heavily supported the
corduroy and denim business. Her feeling was that
basic blue went well with almost everything, and
dress didn't make the person. The other children
would be home in a few minutes.
Mary's eyes wandered to the bookshelves, which
allowed frequent escapes from Blossom Street.
They ran from floor to ceiling and extended about
ten feet. To the top were larger volumes that had
been school texts or second-hand library books-
mostly "-ologies." Also high was a bust of
Nefertiti, a thin scar snaking across the long neck
where it had been broken and glued back together:
remnants of an all-but-forgotten plan to be an
archeologist. Interspersed with the books on the
other shelves were memorabilia--a brass box lined
with cedar from India from a small, dark man with a
long name; a wooden, hand-carved cuckoo clock
that didn't work anymore; dried flowers and cat
tails which had been preserved by the woman
herself; a ship's lantern of cork and rope which
floated on the water.
Philodendrons drooped here and there. Books for
children, classics and poetry were at a lower level.
Small paperbacks, scuffed a bit, filled much space
and covered many topics--plants, chess, yoga,
travel, art, anatomy, Zen, aerobics, best sellers,
and biographies. How neat, she thought, to have
been able to do the topography for the trans
Himalayas, and at a time when white men weren't
permitted into Tibet. DaVinci had to be her all-time
favorite, combining Art with Science. She was
never content with finding ~ good thing and
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sticking to it--always looking for something new to
learn.
And she never regretted adopting the kids; it was
hard to imagine being without them. She was
barely twenty, still in college, when her sister and
brother-in-law went down in a plane crash.
Beethoven abruptly stopped, and she was
brought back to Blossom Street, and the neighbor
hood, and how nobody ever got out--not really from
its influence, anyway. How would her own young
ones deal with this contrast of values? Her brow
wrinkled. She started the music again, curled up in
a chair by the picture window and watched. The
street seemed pleasant. The road was bent like a
question mark, fenced with white houses in a
respectable assortment of designs. Judging from
the silver maples, the area was probably developed
about ten or twelve years ago. The yards were
cared for , but could use a bit more fertilizer.
Golden forsythia and redbuds grew abundantly.
Mary's house had a birch, a pussy willow, and an
apple tree in the back and many flowers, planned
so that she had blooms of one kind or another from
March until mid-November.
Her blue spruce caught her eye and she
smiled--the only ones on the block, and so
beautiful. The larger one held a clue about Blossom
Street's second personality. It was at the end of the
property and the neighbor boys often would gather
there with friends. It was a while before she
realized the tree's importance.
"Tammy," she had said, "Look outside at Bill
Phillips--he's crawling under our tree. What do you
think he is doing?"

Marie C. Bergstedt
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Minutolo

It was raining, and I was standing motionless in
it gazing at the library. It wasn't raining real hard,
but it was more than a drizzle, the droplets not
varying much in size from the approximate shape of
a devalued dime. It was also a warm rain in
accordance with the temperature. Warm, I should
say, for a clothed body. I was wearing a tie, but
other than that I was not properly attired.
Assuming that proper attire is the usual assortment
of complimentary articles-a shirt, a pair of pants,
a nice jacket, some footwear. Underwear perhaps?
Nope, no underwear either! I was, as is popularly
'described- stark naked!
The clothed man, I can gather then, would have
been quite warm; but I was shivering and I'm sure I
looked ridiculous. The rain was pelting me on the
head and running down my face and into my eyes.
My hair was all flattened down, some of it forming
a V in front, making me look like some squat actor
whom I had seen portraying Caesar in a television
play. This disturbed me greatly. The man was a
terrible actor. He struck me as a prune brouiht to
life and immediately handed a script to read and
recite. He delivered his lines like he was in a hurry
to catch a bus and he was going to miss his morning
coffee. God was I happy when Brutus finally knifed
him. It was fortunate that Shakespeare was not
alive to witness the travesty that this man had
made of his play. I ran my fingers through my hair
pushing all the wetness off to the right side of my
face so I could extricate myself from the thought of
looking like that loathsome actor. A cool breeze
swirled around me and I broke-out in goose
pimples. I must have looked like a morea eel
standing there, with those large goose-pimples
protruding from my skin, my hair all matted down,
and my long, lanky bones exposed. But that was a
thought that I had subsequently. In that present I
was encumbered with thoughts more elusive and 1
wasn't really considering what I might look like.
I turned halfway 'round and stared in every
direction. North. South. East. West. What was I
looking for? Anyone's guess is as good as mine.
But I know it wasn't clothes; it might have been
simply the movement itself. Movement might
confirm existence, if existence was the prime
mover. and the bestowance of movement by the
prime-mover might instill sanity, which seemed the
thing I was lacking. Movement, existence, and
sanity are all ineffably linked perhaps, and I was
thinking that the initiation of movement would
confirm existence and reinstate my sanity. But
Aristotle had sold me short, the movement didn't
do anything!
I walked over to the door of the library and stood
in front of it. I could hear the rain hitting this one
individual leaf in the big oak about fifteen feet from
the library door. A leaf located right around the
middle of the tree. My back was to it, but this was
fairly easy for me to discern. I got a picture in my
mind of the leaf drinking up the water and standing
the assault of the pounding rain rather proudly and
contentedly. I could see the water trickling down off
of it and dropping on a lower branch. It snapped out
of my mind and the leaf snapped back in again.
I must have stood that way for some time
captivated by the image of the leaf, before I
stepped up to the white, multi-paned windows of
the door, cupped my hands on the glass, and
peered in. Plenty of people were inside, but they
didn't see me. They carried on with all their various
undertakings like an ant colony recently requ!ted
with the truth of leisure, busily reading someone's
biography, studying for a mid-term, or roaming
around the bookshelves. Somewhere a literary
aficionado was stuck-up in a remote corner snorting
volumes of Milton or Dante.

Up on the wall over the doorway that leads into
the librarian's office is a clock. It reminded me of
the one in the library of the grade-school I had
attended. It conjured up a few isolated scenes from
my past. I instantly associated it with a kid some of
'the other kids had unaffectionately christened
JJougarmeister. I saw him there, sitting under that
clock as he did every day during studyhall, picking
his nose. Sitting, oblivious to the world, lipping the
lyrics to Sentimental Journey and running his nasty
little index-finger up his respective nostrils. He was
a nit-brain, I suppose, but I hated the way all the
kids treated him. "Hey Bougarmeister," they
would say, "you mining for gold? You ain't gonna
find any up there!" Then they'd cackle like they
had delivered one of the wittiest lines since George
Kauffman left the Algonquin Round Table.
Farley-the Bougarmeister's name was Farley
wouldn't even change expressions. He blinked at
them absent-mindedly, sauntering off in a languid
goose-necked manner as if he hadn't heard them,
impervious, in his own way, to slander. He was
totally in a world of his making, a planet made of
fingernails, snot, old bubble-gum, sweat, and
horn-rimmed glasses.
The long-hand snapped into that timeless space
between the two digits composing twelve, and the
imaginary image of Farley shuffled off to a toneless
bell. In Farley's place stood the librarian's
assistant, looking up at the clock. Then she looked
at her wristwatch and back at the clock again. She
pulled up a stool, climbed up on it and adjusted the
long hand the same way my old school librarian
used to. No crystal over the face ofthe clock, so that
could be done. Such clocks had to be adjusted now
and then. So the time read 3:07 when she got down
off the stool, put it under the check-out counter,
double-checked her watch again, pulled her
sweater out of shape around her pelvis and scuttled
off into obscurity among the labyrinth of books.
The clock being changed aroused me in much the
same way a scratchy violin abuses the ears.
Without thinking-I was as oblivious at that
moment as Farley the Bougermeister-1 groped for
the doorknob, settled on it, and walked boldly into
the library.
For one second no one moved, no one seemed to
notice. I had my left hand resting in the knot of my
paisley tie, my eyes were fixed on the clock. I was
like a deaf-mute lost at a carnival, staring at the
clock thinking of grade-school and nothing else
mattered. No one else exited.
Suddenly, a girl who had been clamoring through
a pile of Vogue Magazines looking for pictures to
make a collage for class, I imagine, did a quick
double-take and practically shouted, ''Oh my
god!"
I was so absorbed in the unique character of the
clock I hardly noticed the girl at all. She was a thin
girl-no, she wasn't underweight, it was more like
she was tall which made her look like she was thin.
And she was wearing blue-jeans-or were they
corduroys? I don't know. I was, in a manner of
speaking, disoriented, and colors and faces were
meshing together very peculiarly at times. The
girl might have been a moth, flickering around the
chinese dragon-shaded light I was seeing, I
wouldn't know for sure. But I was aware enough to
realize I had created a bit of a disturbance, not that
I really gave a damn. The place began to erupt in
fits of laughter and wise-cracks and astonishment.
People slowly began to file out. I suppose
because I didn't streak through but stood,
stupid-looking and naked. They were unable to
handle the embarrassment I caused them. Looking
the way 1 did I must've appeared a madman, who
had no comprehension of the world left in him, let

alone any idea of decency or decorum.
A girl with hot-comb eyes and curling-iron brains
jerked her way past me and said, "You're
disgusting!" She looked at me like I was the
stinkiest fish at the fish-monger's. "What would
Farley do?" I must have been thinking, and I
might've blinked, I don't remember.
Behind her came two fraternity guys. They were
frolicking their way to me. I could see them in all
their splendor-chugging beer and vomiting. I
could see them as children-these were the guys
that pissed in other people's pools, the very same
guys that spit on the ground and stopped girls
walking past and said, "Hey, look at the big, green
honker 1 ' Wit and charm were their forte, no doubt,
so one said to me as they walked past, "Hey
Goosey, here's a copy of Slut, there's an ad for an
extendo in the back, you better look into itl" He
handed me the magazine and they walked off
laughing in a very irritating nasal-tone. I tossed the
magazine on a desk and watched the rest of the
parting procession.
The only other person to voice his feeling was
this middle-aged guy. He peered at me for a few
seconds with as much of a scowl on his face as he
could muster. "I'm going right out of here," he
said, pointing out the door, "and report you to
campus-security! Young girls frequent this library,
you scum!'' I had just the hand-gesture for him,
but he wouldn't have understood; it would've been
like trying to train ajello-mold to sit up and speak. I
really didn't care what some old prude had to say
about anything anyway.
So three minutes after my entrance the library
.was vacant, or so I thought. The browsers exited,
the literary aficionado left, and even the librarian
and her assistant ran out in a huff. It was an
amazing phenomenon, more amazing perhaps than
The Great Pyramid or Stonehenge, or even Tupper
ware.
But more interestingly, I soon discovered the
place was not completely deserted. My powers of
observation were dwindling rapidly, as I was
caught inexplicably between two dimensions,
creating a bizzare confusion I was making no effort
.to overcome, and actually, at the time, giving more
attention to the plane outside the library. In other
words, I was a kazoo-player in a thirty-six piece
string orchestra, so I didn't notice the girl sitting
over by the big bay-window.
When the prude walked out I went back to
staring at the clock, though in spirit I had never
really left it, and I noticed it was ten minutes after
three. In my altered state of consciousness the
meaning of ten minutes after three changed
drastically. I suddenly recognized it as some
transcendent vacuum that measured nothing. It
defied chronology. And I was in the midst of it.
,Einstein, if he were alive, would've based a new
theory on me: The Theory ofJ"everence: E equals
•MC Squared With a Beat You Can Dance to, and a
Dance-Card Automatically Filled. Nomads Never
Travel and Frozen Fish-Stix Always Bite.
Such was my mental state.
As I stared at the clock I seemed to hear a slow,
rhythmic tapping, faint and distant, and more like
it was in my head than in my ear, and I turned
around and the girl-surrounded by empty desks,
reading a large, grey, hardbound book-was
looking at me. She blushed, or so it seemed, but
she never averted her eyes, and she smiled like we
were old friends. If there was any fear or disgust of
me she hid it remarkably well. She seemed
perfectly relaxed and even beaming.
I lapsed out. The next thing I knew I was sitting
in the chair across from her. I seized the
qpportunity to get a good look at her. She struck me
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as whole and full, like a three-part harmony, but
one that could adapt to discordant notes. She was
deceptive, most would have thought her a
plain-looking girl, but she was far &om that. She
had a marvellous way of sitting at the desk so that it
seemed there was no desk between us. She sat with
no pretense of self-glorification, no feminine mask,
no put-on. She had an unassuming sort of dignity
about her.
She placed a finger in !he boot she was reading
and looked me solidly in the eyes, her limpid
brown eyes entreating me without entreating me.
In no way did she probe, as if she had an instant
understanding of my predicament.
"Hello," she said, broadening her smile. "I'm
glad you decided to sit down. I love to talk to
unusual people. Most of the people I know have
their clothes on."
I smiled but I couldn't feel my cheeks. I had been
numb &om head to toe for quite some time.
"What's your name?" I asked. I have a
rapier-like wit, and that question rolled off my
tongue like a club-foot off a log. Impressed, the girl
replied, "Lisa."
The most obvious thing to do next was tell her my
name; at the time, however, my inclination was to
stare at her rather impassively. Even so she had
prompted the first primitive utterances I had
spoken in two days. The last person I had talked to,
other than myself, was my roommate, Trevor.
At length Lisa supplied me with a nomenclature.
"And your name's Timothy if I'm not mistaken."
"Yes... it is," I managed to garble out. A stream
of water from my wet hair poured down my face
and dripped from my chin. I blinked repeatedly,
struggling to keep the girl in sight as beads of
water attacked my lashes. "How did you know my
name?" I asked.
"I've seen you walking around the campus. I
suppose I overheard your name in a conversation
somewhere. I found you kind of interesting, even
with your clothes on."
"Really," I said, earnestly trying to increase my
vocabulary.
She looked at me as if she were figuring out a
problem in her bead. "I like that sort of non-com
mital approach you take toward your appearance, I
think. Yeah, that's what I like-that indifference
toward proper grooming. It's the unkempt-look.
Yeah, the unkempt-look. It really distinguishes you
from anyone else. That's what it is. Some people
look sleek and trim, you look like you've just been
deflowered by Quantrill' s Raiders.''
"Thank-you," J said, not having conquered
multi-syllables.
"Oh not at all, not at all. It's the truth, the simple
truth, you know. Nothing more."
l was sitting like an eastern pundit contemplating
my navel. or even more appropriately, like a recent
recipient of a lobotomy. Lisa heaved a sigh and
frowned at me.
"You're boring," she said after a moment. "I'm
surprised, I mean I'm really surprised at you. You
used to be so jolly. I mean jolly was the word for
you. People used to stop me on the street and say,
'Don't you think jolly is the word that best
describes Tim?' and I'd clear my throat and wait
'til they'd go away."
She pulled her chair up and leaned over the desk,
her eyes growing wider. She threw a strand of her
dark brown hair back over her shoulder, and lifted
an mdex-finger into the air.
"But that didn't change our relationship any.
We'd still visit now and then, exchange wafers, and
talk about current fashion. It was quite en
tertaining. It was like one time, I remember, I was
walking through the Louvre-me and Pablo-and
we stopped by this one painting hanging upside
down-it was a picture of a grapefruit with
handle-grips and radial tires I believe-and Pablo
says, 'Oui, ab oui oui,' and he made a motion like
he was kissing his fingers you know... Well, I'm a
little slow, it took me a while, but I finally caught
on, and then I reared back and punched him in the
gut. So Pablo sprawls out all over the floor, holding
his belly as if be were in pain and moaning just
perfectly, I mean just perfectly. He really had an
artist's touch about him. And then all these people
come running over to see what's the matter, and
they see Pablo lying on the floor in apparent agony,

and they applaud uproariously. So Pablo just goes
on doing it for the longest time, and then starts
grumbling something in French lite, 'I've ruptured
my spleen you fools who laugh uproariously I', and
the crowd just died, I mean died, massive carnage.
I asked Pablo why he did it and he said it was just
an abstract and it didn't really happen. Well, that's
the way I feel about it too. If people are gonna stop
me on the street and ask me foolish questions, well
I'll just clear my throat 'til they go awayl"
I blinked two or three times, moving restlessly,
and for the first time I noticed puddles forming at
my elbows on the desk. "Where are you from?" I
asked for some ridiculous reason.
"Ah, where am I from?" she repeated. "Where
am I from?... Where am I from I" she asked with
emphasis, putting a finger to her lips as a
prompter. "Do you mean in this life?"
"Yes, this most recent one," I said.
"Oh well," she said, throwing up her hands, "I
can't tell you that. But I'll tell you about my former
life if you'd care to hear?"
"I'm more interested in your present life,
actually."
She shook her head uncomplyingly. •'I'm sorry, I
can't. I've been sworn to secrecy, though I don't
know if they can hold you to it if you put your hand
on an old copy of Lady Chatterley's Lover. But I've
told you too much already." She stopped short,
glancing around the room manically as if someone
were eaves-dropping on the conversation. "By the
way," she continued, "my name's not Lisa."
"What is it?" I asked, following her eyes.
"It's Bridgett.''
"Bridgett?"
"No."
"It's not Bridgett?"
"No; I had to change it, too many people were
calling me. As if I had nothing better to do than
thatl Hahl"
"What is it now?"
"In this life?"
"Yes."
She shook her head again. "I can't tell you. If I
tell you, everyone will want to know. How about
Sister Sarah? Call me Sister Sarah."
'· Sister Sarah?"
"What?"
"Nothing important, Sister, just a question."
"What is it? Ask me anything."
"It's repetitious.''
"Life is repetitious. But that's what we've been
talking about isn't it?"
"Profound," I said.
"Thank-you."
"Not at all."
"You're charming, quite charming really." She
stopped and studied me up and down. ''I'll tell you
where I'm from if you promise not to tell
anybody."
"I promise."
"Hahl" she exhorted, sitting back hard in her
chair. "What good are promises!? Promises are
like seeds in the wind, they drift passively only to
turn into big trees, whose branches tangle and
twine wildly, whose roots seek outrageous
depths!"
"Profound once again."
"Thank-you once again."
"Not at all once again."
She rose up in her chair, looking at me
suspiciously, "You're charming, quite charming
really. I'll tell you where I'm from if you promise
not to tell anybody.''
Water ran into thy eyes, but through the blur I
said, "A promise is like a seed-"
She cut me short saying, "Ever onward-"
And then we volleyed. "-down this road-"
She walked her fingers through the air. "-of
life-"
And I completed the sentence. "-do I pass."
Lisa slapped one of her books, shook her hand in
pain and said, "Marvellous I Marvellous I"
During the preceding conversation the shady,
grey edges in my periphery began to fade, the
pulsating, sudden, intangible changes in light were
lessening in intensity, and I could feel my cheeks
again. The peculiar numbness was disappearing,
along with the tingling. I broke-out in goose-flesh
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for the second time, and it dawned on me: I must be
feeling something. I had blanked out again and Lisa
was watching me quietly. "What's it lite?" she
asked.
"It's a breakdown," I said.
"Pure and simple.''
•'A weak mind they say-weak minds break
down.''
"I suppose there's some merit in that," she said
facetiously.
"I'm too tired to think about it now," I said.
"You don't need to," she said, "it's not
important. You've thought about it too much
already.''
Her suggestion made me think back on the last
several days, and the last several years. I was
staring off into the past like an old man sitting in
his rocking-chair, dwelling on a time that was
wasted on youthfulness. I don't want to sound like
some nickel-mystic, but I think she was guiding
me, making me think those thoughts.
I began to recall weird, out-of-place, random
sorts of incidents. My mind was reeling and wheel
ing into different locales and settings from my past.
I .saw things my feeble mind associated with hope
lessness. I saw a house an old man and woman I
had known as a kid lived in. It had a dampness and
darkness and peculiar stench about it that was very
intense-like an extension of the old couple's lives.
They were closed-mouthed people whose smiles
were somehow somber. The house seemed to fit
their misery so well, as if everything they touched
reeked of their morbid existence, and as if
everything morbid was in search of them. I got the
feeling they may have been happy and then
something happened, something that swallowed
their life-force, soaking the color from their skin
and their lives like time draws the glow from
parchment. The crags in their faces weren't put
'there by worry but total despair. Nothingness had
manifested in the furrows of their bodies, and
impaled itself on their minds. My parents had
known them since childhood and said they were
happy, but they weren't. I couldn't stand being
around them. One time I began crying and my
parents had to take me home. The old couple tried
to console me but their faces gave them away. They
looked at me and said, "Whats'a matter,
Timmie?" But their faces said, "You're right, go
on home!" I was too little to handle it at that time.
Then the recent pa!.t seeped into my mind. I had
become so disgusted with school. Everybody
bullshitting everybody-that was school. Profes
sors bullshitting students, students bullshitting
professors, and the administration bullshitting
everybody. A graph of this cow-dung lineage
formed on an easel propped in the corner of my
mind. The easel kept falling but the graph stayed
the same.
All this began to grate on me, so I thought of
quitting school. But how could I? In college bullshit
was a decadent art, in the real world it was an
industry.
Inside me little discourses were taking place and
all the participants, in the end, would throw up
their hands in confusion and talk to each other in
tongues-the most logical thing to do! Sometimes
the vignettes were absurdly comic-as when the
little men would debate at some length and then in
frustration do mock-battle, parrying and lunging
and then falling into an improvised waltz-but
more often they were grotesque exercises in
futility. And sometimes the vignettes came to life;
such was the case in the two days before I met Lisa.
I had been debating with my roommate Trevor.
Trevor, in fact, was very much like one of the
grotesque munchkins that inhabited the realm of
feebleness in my mind-his voice being tinny like it
was coming from a conical piece of sheet-metal,
high-pitched and distorted, but oddly enough very
commanding. He always reminded me of a squirrel
turned carpet bagger, fleecing the south after the
reconstruction. He has those sly, jerky, yet
amazingly graceful manuevers. He was the
consummate bullshitter.
We argued over current issues night and day and
the last debate was on censorship. Now Trevor was
aligning himself with morality. In past debates he
had supported conspiracies, coups, and invasions

of privacy, but he stood firm when it came to
morality.
"What's gonna happen when they start sh.:>win'
hard-core porns on television to little kids or
anybody?"
.
"I guess everybody'll go crazy and swallow their
tongues, Trevor."
"Well that's not so far-fetched. Think what it'd
do to a young kid's mind? It'd tum it into a
cess-pool. People'd start doin' everything under
the sun-screwin' barnyard animals, sayin' 'shit'
to the elderly and cause 'em to have a heart-attack.
The world would go crazy, I'm tellin' you. Captain
Crunch'd be gettin' it on with Smedley the
Elephant on the back of cereal boxes.''
"Ah, I think that's wishful thinking, Trevor.••
"Well, it may be, but an elephant never
forgets."
He turned his back to me and walked over to the
television set and turned it on. It was an old black
and white portable which took about twenty-five
minutes to warm-up. He turned back around and
smiled at me. He was thinking about something.
"What... What's all that shit-eatin'-grin
about?"
"You know where all this stuff started don't
you?"
"No. Where?"
"Lord Byron and all those romantics.''
"What?"
"Yeah, those bastards were crazy... try anything
just for the experience. Lord Byron debauched
about half of Italy. He was a personal friend of the
Marquis de Sade. And you know where all those
romantics would be if they were alive today don't
you?"
"Where?"
"Television. They'd all be doin' television. And
when the masses got ahold of all that erotic
poetry-look outI"
"Oh Christ, c'monl"
"I'm serious, I'm deadly serious."
"I know you are, that's what kills me... You tell
me Trevor, what kind of heinous acts would people
perform that they're not already performing?"
"Bestiality I One thing would lead to the next and
we'd have bestial marathons going on everywhere.
That's how the Greeks got minotaurs you know.
People runnin' around fuckin' horses." A smirk
came over his face and he could barely contain his
laughter. "No shame man, there's just no fucking_
shame in the world. Ever since the Garden of Eden
we've been tryin' to recapture our shame, but we
can't do it.''
"You think we-" The television screen flashed
on, into a horizontal line and then into clear focus,
pulling together from the edges until it was a clear
picture. A woman clad in a low-cut evening-gown
was caressing a brand new automobile, puckering
her tips into the camera, and fingering the hood
ornament.
"There you go," I said, "we're in more danger
of becoming half-car half-man than half-man
half-horse. The girl's dressed up and shiny like the
car and we just want to see it go by. Now that's
disgusting, if you ask me.''
"Nothin' wrong with that. It's suggestive, but at
least the girl's not jerkin' her clothes off so
everybody can see her bones.''
"Oh, you like that suggestive stuff huh?"
"Yeah, I'd rather see a woman with somethin' a
little tight in the right places on than noth.ing at
all.''
"You don't like naked bodies huh?"
"No; when you get right down tq it the human
body is pretty ugly, don't you think?"
"No I don't think so at all. I think everybody
ought.' get naked and then maybe we wou_ld_n't
have all this rigamaroll about shame and h1dmg
your peter and everything. And then maybe people
would have sex instead of making love to their
cars.''
"Well why don't you get you a sitar and some
.andals and go out into the woods and chant-talk
:o a few trees or something?"
"If only I could.''
"Well, what's stoppin' you?"

"Nothin'.''
"Shit, you wouldn't take your clothes off in front
of a mirror."
•'I'm always willing to take my clothes off. I don't
care. I'd take 'em off right here and walk around
this -campus naked. I don't care.''
"The shit you don't!"
It wasn't the sort of claim I should have made to
Trevor. I half-figured something was coming. But I
forgot about it and shortly after our discussion I
went down the hall and took a shower.
When I got out I discovered that my towel was
missing. I dripped all over the shower-room looking
for it, and then I noticed my clothes were missing ·
too. I was terribly upset and reeled off a series of
variations on a theme. I surmised I was the victim
of a fraternjty stunt. "May you all shit goldfish for
a thousand years,'.' I screamed.
Eventually I decided I had to get back to my
room. I ran down the hall like a naked sheik being
chased by a vengeful eunuch with a meat-cleaver. I
looked dumb. As I strode past a few open doors I
noted that there were others who thought so too.
Hooting followed me all the way into my room.
I sat down on the end of the bed for a moment
and looked out the window. I had my head resting
on the sill and I was watching people pass by.
Suddenly I spotted Trevorcruisingabout forty miles
an hour through this tittle court-like place in front
of our dorm. He had bags of clothing tucked under
his arms, draped around his neck, and stuffed
anywhere he could find a fold or cavity in his body.
He was also carrying four suit-cases, but I don't
know how.
"Damnl" I cried out, raising my head _abruptly,
bouncing it off the raised window. "He's stolen my
clothesI"
I rummaged through all my drawers but I found
nothing. Then I remembered he was going home
for a three-day holiday. I stood there naked,
shaking my head, as my clothes made their way to
Pennsylvania.
It was a funny stunt, I had to admit that. And it
was even funnier when I looked over at his bed and
saw my paisley tie lying there. I hated it and Trevor
knew it. It's one of those things that follows you
wherever you go.
I walked over to the bed and saw a little note
pinned on it, right about where the tie-clasp should
go.
Dear Timothy,
I knew I could count on you to give me the
shirt off your back if I needed it, but I just
couldn't abscond your favorite tie.
Yours, mine, and ours,
Trevor
I had to laugh and I had to put the tie on.
But that's when things started happening in my
mind. I was trying to figure out a way to get some
clothes. It was hopeless to think ofasking any of the
other guys on the floor, they would've laughed. I
was sure Trevor had already informed them of what
he was doing; and they all thought Trevor was God,
and since Trevor did too he was convincing. He had
an amazing power over them. If Trevor asked them
they'd slide down a ninety-foot razor-blade
backwards.
Before long the whole floor of the dorm was
empty. They had either gone home for the
three-day-holiday or were spending it with their
girl friends. I tried to break into some of the guys'
rooms but they were all locked. It dawned on me: I
was stuck-up in the dorm for the whole week-end.
At first I thought it would be nice. I had the
whole place to myself-I could do anything I
wanted. So I stood around; after which I walked
about aimlessly. Then I spent two hours tangoing
with my shadow. But a naked man can only tango
so long, or so-so depending on one's opinion of
such things, so I gave up and sat down to read.
After reading nine hours I decided to go to bed. I
Jay there staring at the ceiling. Unfortunately I'm
an insomniac. At dawn I nodded off but only slept
five hours. I woke up feeling very alert and restless;
but I couldn't find a fitting distraction.
I got bored. I began singing arias from famous
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operas I had never seen, nearly hoarse by the time I
completed Carmen. Then I began doing episodes
from Dragnet. I played all the parts. "Can I see
some identification mam? - "What's zat officer?
I'm an old lady and I'm deaf. Can't hear shit.••
Hey, you're cute; but where's that little fella, looks
kinda like a lap-dog?" - "ldentitication mam.'' "Screw yo~I" - "Whatl" - "I said, screw you!"
- "Not on this episode mam.''
I did that for a long time, then I lay down on the
bed. I began to sweat. It beaded on my belly and
streamed down my sides. I began singing at the top
of my lungs. I walked. I sat. I screamed. I held my
sides. My eyes gushed tears. Phlegm flowed from
my nose. My fingers began to tingle. A cloud fi_lled
my head like a shot of novacaine, lik~ a pres~unzed
mist. My bladder emptied and my mmd fell mto an
abyss of blankness.
I straightened my tie and clutched hard at Lisa's
hand. Lisa was watching the replay with me. She
put her hand to my forehead and brushed the hair
back off my brow. Rivulets of water ran between
her fingers and down her wrists. She looked at me
comprehendingly, her eyes wide and open. !here
was no.strained-look in her brown eyes or wnnkles
of consternation or pity on her forehead, yet she
wasn't emotionless.
"You feel crazy?" she asked.
"Yeah.''
The bell in the bell-tower across campus rang out
softly. It was a pleasant sound. It should hav~ rung
long ago but it was always about fifteen mmutes
off. Nobody made the effort to correct it. I guess
they did that so you would know you were fifteen
minutes late for class. Or perhaps it was a
time-hallowed tradition. But I was glad to hear it,
late or early.
After the last chime fizzled out I found myself
talking to Lisa a little absently: "I wonder if that
bell sounded any different one hundred years
ago?"
Lisa smiled at me deftly. "Do you think it was on
time then only to be fifteen minutes late now?"
"I suppose it's possible.''
"Nothing's believable?"
"I don't know.''
The best moments in my life felt like I was caught
in a shift in time. Like I'd been displaced, lodged in
a time that didn't change. But it was a dawn and
dusk of watery mutability, not tangible, like me,
fifteen minutes off. The bell and the clock and I
were all off.
"Timothy," said Lisa. I looked at her from my
vantage point in the past. "Here," she continued,
"this pendant is for you.'' She took off this
beautifully engraved pendant she had had stuffed
inside her tunic where it couldn't be seen. It was
shaped like a leaf and the engravings in it were the
veins of the leaf.
"I shall see you now," said Lisa.
At that moment the library door flew open and
two campus-security-police walked in. They saun
tered over to our table and grabbed me by the
arms. I rose willingly.
"Are you all right?" one asked Lisa.
"Oh, I'm fine," she said; "it was just a
toothache.'' They looked at her bewilderedly.
"Good-bye," she said, turning to me.
They tugged at my arms and began walking me
out. When we reached the door I stopped. The cops
released my arms-I seemed passive enough. I
turned back around to get one more look at Lisa but
she had gone. Her book was on the table, and water
was dripping from the chair I had sat in, splashing
on the floor with a slow rhythm.
I turned halfway 'round and smiled resolutely at
one of the policemen. I rubbed my thumb over the
leaf. A breeze came through the doorway and I
drew a sigh from it. The cops glanced questioningly
at each other and then at me again.
I peered down at my wet hands and shook my
head. "Would you straighten my tie?" I asked.

"Busy for lunch?"
Ellen poked her head into Sylvia's office--most of
her face hidden by a sheath of dusky blond
hair--along with a magnificent hand, holding up a
small brown bag.
Sylvia got up from behind her desk and used a
paper towel to wipe the little white parsons table in
front of the couch.
Ellen dropped her lunch on the table and •
stretched out on the sofa grinning. "God! What a
morning! This place is a zoo."
Sylvia carried the open container of yogurt over
to the table. She sat on the floor.
"No, it's a mental health clinic. It's just
masquerading as a zoo."
"And we're llamas."
"Monkeys on a concrete island."
"And clients keep coming in to stare at us and
throw peanuts."

Sylvia's mouth opened.
"Well, not really. It comes to the same thing,
though. Howard's a good twelve inches shorter
than I am--about the right height f~r you, I'd
say... " She slipped out just in time for the pillow
Sylvia hurled to smack solidly into the closed door.
Friday night stretched in front of Sylvia like an
endless balance beam. It was five-thirty and her
last client had been gone for more than an hour.
Her pen moved slowly over case records. She took a
long time filing the folders. Ellen's voice startled
her.
"Still here?''
"Finishing up."
Ellen came in, overnight bag in hand, purse
slung over the wide square shoulders of her trench
coat. She sat in the chair by Sylvia's desk.
"Thought you were going to catch a plane."
Not for a couple of hours. We could go up to

The Magic Lover
"And tantrums."
Ellen laughed and sat up. "I'd go crazy in this
place without you--you know that?"
Sylvia smiled.
Ellen took a grapefruit out of her bag.
"Here," Sylvia said, handing her a napkin.
"You're disgusting." Ellen pushed her thumb
into the fruit and Sylvia mopped up a spurt of juice.
"No, neat." Ellen tore the grapefruit in half and
Sylvia forced herself to concentrate on stirring her
yogurt.
"How's Bill?"
''Busy·''
"The new play?"
"Another great unfinished. And the start of the
Playhouse season. And a new course at the
university on theater in the round."
"Oh, that's right. You went to the first class.
That's where you met what's-his-name?"
"Evan."
"Did you call him?"
''No.••
"What are you waiting for?"
"He might move to Texas."
Ellen chewed large chunks of yellow cheese. "Or
Alaska?"
"Or Europe. To star in westerns."
"No tea today?"
Sylvia nodded to the electric tea kettle. She
poured hot water over dried alfalfa leaves and put
the top on the teapot.
"Bill will probably be busy until spring." Ellen
arched pale brown eyebrows over mismatched
eyes. Sylvia got the extra mug from her bottom
desk drawer; it was the first time in six months
she'd not had it ready, in case Ellen was free at
noon.
"We had a very good summer," Sylvia said a
little stiffly. She scraped the sides of the carton
with her spoon.
"Are you seeing him this weekend?"
"l doubt it." Sylvia handed Ellen the mug.
"Time on your hands." Ellen spread long,
elegant fingers.
Sylvia blew on her tea. "Ellen, I can·•t do
anything that might hurt Bill, might jeopardize our
relationship. It's been too important, too good."
"So you'll be very, very discreet."
"Besides, Evan is a baby. He can't be more than
t'wenty-two or twenty-three." '
The clinic secretary knocked, calling at the same
time, "Dr. Reynolds? You in there?"
Ellen stood up, stretching taller than six feet,
pushed her hair away from her face. "Time to tend
the tigers." She took a last gulp of tea. At the door
she paused and turned back to Sylvia.
"I'd offer to take decision-making off your
hands, at least for this weekend, but I'm going to
New York for II'Y own cradle robbery."

The Suburban and have dinner--great salad
bar--and you can tell me what you've decided."
"You're taking an uncommon interest in Evan
and me.,. Svlvia's voice, heavier than she
intended, betr~yed the small smile she made; she
and Ellen rarely spent time together away from the
office.
Ellen frowned, increasing the discrepancy in
her eyes, waved a gentle arc in the air. "I guess it
seems that way... I guess it's true. You always
listen to me bitch about this place--maybe I just
want to return the favor, especially since today I
began to wonder if I hadn't worn out my welcome.''
Th e beauty of her face Iay ·m angu1ar panes,
I
along the sides of her nose, across her cheekbones.
Sylvia studied them, not trusting her intuition that
Ellen skittered around the truth.
'Td better go home and face the weekend... And
1 shouldn't give you a hard time. You listened to me
complain all last winter ... "
"But I really don't want to intrude, Little One ... I
could prove it by eating lunch in my own office
everyday next week."
Sylvia felt skepticism wash away, leaving only
the drab plateau of Saturday and Sunday.
"I do want you to be happy," Ellen stood up. "If
you go crazy, there won't be anybody around here
to keep me sane."
"Who's in New York?" Sylvia realized how little
real context she had for Ellen's energy, for Ellen's
life, for the woman in whom she'd confided.
"Howard Wellington, super scholar of the Class
of '57, Whitfield College. I saw him at the reunion
last year. Wish me luck?"
Sylvia nodded, reaching for the phone before the
door closed, dialing--not hopefully, but satisfied to
put another chore between now and the walk to her
car.
She could see Bill, sitting at his work table,
shoving everything aside with desperate haste, see
him hunching his shoulders a moment before,
resignedly, he reached for the phone.
"I'll be at your place in an hour," he said.
"l thought you'd be feeling pressured about
now. I wanted to tell you not to come tonight."
''I am, a little, but I want to see you. I don't want
it to be like last year."
"Because of last year we had this summer," she
smiled. "I love you. Now go back to work, so I can
buy something exciting for the opening."
"What will you do tonight?"
"Darn socks. I don't know. Don't worry about
it."
"Well, I wish you'd go out, do something. I
wouldn't feel so guilty."
''I'll probably read and watch TV and go to bed.''
"I love you," he said.
.Sylvia stopped at an all-night market for fresh
bean and alfalfa sprouts, retrieving the flavor and
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texture of the summer to keep her company.
For six weeks Bill had been artist-in-residence at
a small college--his dream, to work with an
all-Black cast--and her vacation; they had lived
together in the guest cottage on the edge of
campus, and she had grown sprouts in jars on the
window-sills.
Every night,· in bed, Sylvia would imprint her
round smallness on Bill's solid bulk, pressing
herself into his great wide back, and all the lonely
nights from the winter before seemed not to matter
at all.
But they matter now, Sylvia thought, and before
she could secure her balance, she was thinking
about Evan.
He was so thin that his skin seemed sheer, like
fine quality taupe hose. It caved in between the
bones of his throat and cheeks and hands. He'd
worn a faded shirt with faded jeans and looked like

Gloria Rainey
he had just spent an hour scrubbing his body. It
was the same immaculate quality she had come to
associate with gay men.
He had been even later than she to Bill's lecture;
beyond moving a little in her chair as he sat down
beside her and feeling insulted when he fell asleep,
she had not thought herself particularly aware of
him until he roused himself and asked about the
difficulties of producing Oh Calcutta in the round, a
question to which Bill brightened, and Sylvia
forgave the boy his earlier insolence.
At the end of the hour. Bill rushed past her,
waving, hurrying off to his Playhouse rehearsal and
Evan said, "Have coffee with me." Arrogant,
Sylvia thought. "I'll have tea," she said.
In the late-forming September darkness they
walked to her car.
Evan put his hand around the back of her neck,
just under the edge of her afro. "So soft," he said,
pressing with his thumb behind her ear. "You're
beautiful. I want to make love with you." He kissed
her, taking a Jong time to decide exactly where, and
finally choosing the line that ran from her nose to
the corner of her mouth.
He gave her his phone number, and she could
see him standing in the parking lot as she drove
away.
Sylvia turned north at Dryden Avenue, away
from her tiny brick house, toward the Mall, where
she went into Cinema II without even noticing what
the feature was.
She scrunched in the darkness while enormous
people moved on the screen. Around her,
two-headed creatures rose over the backs of seats;
she felt an adolescent embarrassment to be there
alone, which she ignored for a time by con
centrating on the huge faces and loud music.
Then she noticed a soft, familiar aching in the
small of her back--familiar because it had lived
there constantly in the long years between fifteen
and twenty-three, before her first lover. Forgotten
during the many, shorter years since, until
sometime last winter, and erased - she had
thought - by all the times she turned over at night,
to lie on her back and listen to the crisp country
sounds, until Bill would, invariably, clump his big
square hand over the small of her back, just where
she'd shown him, and pull her to him.
"Good morning I" Ellen sounded cheerful.
"I thought you were in New York." Sylvia sat up,
glad to start the day with something to dull the
sharpness of her self-attention.
"Well, Howard and I turned out not to have any
more going for us now than we did t~enty years
ago. He must have worn a disguise to the reunion."
" I'm sorry. "

"I don't know if I am or not. I'm glad we didn't
spend the whole weekend at it. I really didn't go to
do psychotherapy for him... So what did you do
about who's-it?"
"Nothing."
"You didn't call him."
''No.''
"You're not going to call him?"
"I don't know." Sylvia pushed the pillows up
behind her back. "There's something I haven't told
you."
"I'm listening."
"I'm serious." Sylvia sighed. "It's hard to say. "
She picked at a thread on the bedspread. "Some
times !feel like I've never been made love to," she
said slowly, and then quickly, "There's a part of
me that's never been fuckeJ." Her voice seemed
much too loud to her.
"In the liberated relationship," Ellen recited,
and Sylvia could see her eyes--one hazel, one
green--shining, "the female partner has every
right to request specific attention to areas of her
body from the male..."
"That's not what I mean." She sounded hoarse.
"Heyl I'm sorry. This is serious."
Sylvia took a deep breath. "My fantasy about
Evan is that everything with him would be
perfect--intuitively perfect, not learned or prac
ticed but very slow, very careful...," she was
whis~ering, and the quilting thread pulled loose in
little zigzags.
"That would be new for you." There was no
laughter under Ellen's words; her voice had

dropped into neutral.
"You're playing therapist."
"So? Go on."
"That's all. I think Evan is special--there was
something about him--but Bill and I are fri~nd~ ...
We could go on the rest ofour lives ... The thmg 1s I
might never find out. But then, what if I'm right?
How do I give Evan up? Or maybe I'm wrong ab?ut
him, but it turns into a big search for something
that may not exist. Maybe I've read too many
magazines.''
"Or done too much sex therapy."
"It could be addictive, Ellen."
"Like refined sugar, white flour and alcohol."
"No, more like sex."
Sylvia hung up wishing she had soug~t more
equal footing, asked Ellen about her fantasies, but
in the year they'd known each other, she'd never
heard Ellen talk about fantasies--only plans that
she was busy turning into facts.
Sylvia drank tea standing at the counter in the
kitchen, looking out the window at the sharp
colored maple tree, enjoying the undertaste of
mint, the warmth.
She felt as though she were on the ed~e of a
cloud-shrouded cliff, weak kneed; even standing
perfectly still, she was in danger of losing her
balance. She waited to see if she would fall, and
how far, what would break, what would hurt, what
would be slow to heal.
Evan trailed his finger, with incredible slowness,
over her bare stomach, retraced his path, lingering
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even longer the second time.
Sylvia lay on her back, motionless, barely
breathing, so as not to disturb anything until she
was sure. Evan said something she didn't really
hear, but she was silent.
Finally she turned over to him, using her arms to
pull him close. Holding him felt maternal and right;
she understood it was not his fault she was
disappointed.
Softly, Ellen asked, "Am I going too fast for
you?"
Sylvia sighed and a "no" whispered through the
sigh.
"I waited a long time, Little One." Ellen traced
the outline of Sylvia's small hand with the tip of a
long, graceful finger. "I didn't want to rush you. Or
scare you. Or spoil it."
"Umhmmm."
"I didn't really plan it... The idea just sort of
grew--got to be my fantasy." Ellen said the words
slowly, changing direction, using the edge of her
finger around the curve between Sylvia's forefinger
and thumb. Her eyes were identically serious. She
watched the movement of her hand as though by
concentrating she could slow it down even more.
Her beige eyebrows came together as she looked
into Sylvia's dark face. Pale hair fell over bare
shoulders.
"Long time," muttered Sylvia.
Ellen's face cleared. "But not forever," she said,
smiling.

The Hobo
Dawne Dewey
Pa doesn't remember his name, but I do. He
called himself Mr. Montana Turner. Now I don't
know what's so awful hard about that. Guess Pa
just don't want to recall it. It's been near five years
since Montana lit out of here. He hung around long
enough leastways for him and my big, strapping,
too big for his britches brother to hit it off. Pa's
mighty lucky that Roy didn't light out with
Montana when he left these parts. And he's got me
to thank for it. I was plenty old enough at ten to
know when Roy had the travelin' fever. Soon as Roy
and me had the chores done, we'd head on in to
wash up for supper. But one particular evenin'
Roy's lanky legs took him on past the sagging front
porch of our farmhouse and away into the sunset
'fore I knew where he'd gone.
"Roy!" I hollered. But I didn't get an answer.
Ma's gonna be hotter than wash water if Roy don't
show up for supper. Mainly because he's the only
one who'll eat her cookin'. That's one thing that Ma
just never could do. She must be the only farmer's
wife in all of Illinois that can't fry up a good
chicken. Pa grins and bears it. I shove my plate

under the table to our faithful collie, Lad. Been
lucky so far as to not get caught.
I leaped up the steps and dashed inside to wash
up. Ma's voice sounded from the kitchen.
"That you boys?" I cleared my throat.
"Yup," is all l answered. Ma has a way of
knowin' tho' just how many folks has walked across
her porch. Unfortunately, she knew this time, too.
"Chad, where's your brother?" l pumped the
water out faster into the basin and splashed it with
my hands. Maybe she'd think I couldn't hear her.
"Chadwin!" she called again. No use stallin', I
thought. I walked into the kitchen. Ma was fryin'
bacon and beating pancake batter.
"Havin' breakfast for supper again, Ma?" I
asked. She gave me one of her looks and I promptly
took my ~lace at the table. That was one of Pa's
remarks that always set her temper to rising. If
there was anything that Pa didn't like, it was havin'
breakfast for supper.
Pa pulled his chair up to the table. His hands
smelled of soap and he'd put on a clean shirt. The
sleeves were too short. Ma tried sewin' too, but just
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never could manage it. I don't rightly know how Pa
got Ma to move out west. She says farmin' out here
isn't anything like farmin' back east. Ma worries
that I'm not gettin' the proper education, too. I
keep wishin' she'd forget about that. Roy does too.
"Chadwin, where's your brother?" It was Pa
askin' this time. And when he said Chadwin, I
knew I'd better answer him quick. l shuffled my
feet and jerked my hand to scratch my chin.
"We finished up the chores. He said he'd be
along in a minute. Said he wanted to check on the
chickens, see that they're locked up for the night."
Pa looked sideways at me. He knew as well as I did
that Roy liked chickens about as much as he liked
school and haulin' manure. Pa didn't say any more.
He figured that Roy had just gone off on one of
what he called his "thinkin' spells." lend up doin'
all his chores 'til he figures he ought to come back.
Roy figures that bein' lazy is a whole lot better than
workin' these days. Pa would deal with him when
he got back. Pa had tried to whip him for runnin' off
last fall and Roy had stood up to him. I didn't care
to be around if that happened again.

Soon as the dishes were cleared away and Pa had
gone outside to close up the barn for the night, I
scampered upstairs. I told Ma I had a bellyache. I
had to assure her it wasn't on account of her supper
before she'd leave me alone. Up in our dark
bedroom, I searched the creek bottom from the
window. It was Roy's favorite place. Mine, too. The
moon was full ana it wasn't long before I could
make out two figures among the trees. I could tell
Roy's legs from any distance. He was as bowlegged
as any cowboy. He always fretted that he wasn't
born out on the range instead of on a farm. The
other man was smaller and looked to be wearin'
baggy clothes. He had on a hat with a wide brim.
"How you feelin' Chadwin?" Ma poked her head
in the door. I should've been listenin' for the
squeak of the stairs.
It was still dark out when Roy snuck into the
room the next mornin'. I played like I was sleepin'
until he took off his pants and was crawlin' into
bed. Then I let out a moan and rolled over onto the
floor, pullin' all the comforters with me.
"Drat you." Roy muttered. "Why are you
always fallin' out of bed?" I sat up in the middle of
the floor.
"To make you talk," I answered. "Where you
been hidin' yourself all night? I lied to Pa, but I
think he saw through it."
"None of your business, Shorty. Now get back in
bed and shut up."
"You're gonna have to explain when the sun
comes up. Ma has plenty of lumpy pancakes left. H
you don't have a good story, she just might make
you eat 'em."
"Montana is a lot better company than you."
"Who?" I jumped up on the bed from the cold
floor. "Bet that's who I saw you with last night
down in the creek bottom."
"You saw what?" Roy looked at me. I could see
his glaring eyes even in the dark.
"I saw your bowlegs and somebody else standin'
in the creek bottom last night. You looked pretty
suspicious to me." I knew Roy would tell me
everythin'. He knew I had really seen him, and he
was gonna need a story in the morning. I may not
be very good company, but Roy knew that I could
come up with the darndest excuses when I needed
to, and Pa would believe 'em most every time.
"I was talkin' to a hobo." Roy whispered. "He
was tellin' me stories that you could never think up.
And his were all true, too."
Now I'd heard Pa talk about hobos before and he
didn't talk too kindly of 'em either. They sounded
harmless enough to me, 'specially if all they did
was tell stories.
"What'd he tell you Roy?" I was getting
impatient.
"He was tellin' me about Chicago. He's goin'
there day after tomorrow. And I'm thinkin' about
goin' with him."
"Goin' to Chicago! What would you do in
Chicago? Besides, you know what Pa will say."
"Who said anythin' about tellin' Pa? You better
not be thinkin' about it, Shorty." Oh, how I hated
that name. Just wait til I turned seventeen.
"What you gonna do in <::'hicago?" I repeated.
"Oh, I don't know. Montana says there's plenty
to do. Maybe I'll get me some of those cigars he
has. And maybe I'll get on a boat and go across
Lake Michigan. Maybe I'll never come back."
"You're just talkin' big," I teased him.
"You just wait and see," Roy warned.
I wasn't too sure what to think of Roy's plan. If
Roy disappeared for good, there wouldn't be any
story that I could come up with to fool Pa that long.
I woke up with the sun in my eyes and loud voices
drifting up the stairs. Must be noon! I leaped out of
bed and shrieked as my bare feet hit the cold floor.
Roy. He wasn't in bed! I ran down the stairs as I
pulled on my pants. I got to the bottom step just in
time to hear the screen door swing shut with a
bang. I could see Roy's head bobbing toward the
barn through the window. He hadn't left yet. I
needed time to think.
"Chad, is that you? Are you feelin' better? I let
you sleep this mornin'. Thought it'd do you good."
I could smell dinner cookin' on the stove. I clim!>ed
back upstairs. Don't imagine Roy will be eatin'
dinner t~day. I heard Pa's voice rise up and down

as he spoke to Ma in the kitchen. He was sayin'
something about teachin' Roy a thing or two. I'd
better start thinkin' of something and quick.
Pa put me to paintin' the fence out front of the
house right after dinner. I'd planned on headin' on
down to the creek and seein' a few things for
myself. That damed fence seemed to get longer as
the day wore on. Finally I splashed paint on the last
board. I hollered to Pa that I was goin' down to the
creek to wade ti! supper and ran on down the lane
fast enough so he couldn't stop me.
I nearly stumbled over the heap on the ground. I
was even more surprised when it moved. He sat up
slow and propped himself up on his elbows.
"What you doin' disturbin' a man's nap like
that?" His mustache wiggled under his nose when
he tll!ked. He pushed his tattered hat back further
on his head and looked me squarely in the eyes. I
could see his dirty toes through the holes in the tips
of his boots.
"Well, say something, Shorty."
"My name ain't Shorty," I said.
"Have a seat then, Shorty and tell me your real
name." I climbed a small tree nearby and looked
down at him.
"Are you Montana?" I questioned him.
"Well now, you're pretty bright for a shorty.
Yup. That's my name. I'm Montana Turner of
travelin' fame."
"Pa calls 'em hobos."
"Your pa ain't never been travelin' then, has
he."
"Pa's traveled some." First time I ever stood up
for my Pa. I was here to find out what Roy was so all
fired up about, so I'd better get to it.
"Are you leavin' here soon?" I asked him.
"I just might and I just might not. Never make
plans. Wouldn't be proper."
"You goin' to Chicago?" He took off his hat and
put it on again, this time over his eyes like he was
goin' to sleep again.
"How do you know so much there, Shorty?"
"None of your business," I barked back.
"Now don't get all riled. You must be that young
fella's brother. Now he's got the true wanderin'
,spirit, he does. He'd make a fine travelin' man.
Make fine company, too."
"Roy snores pretty load," I blurted out.
"Don't bother me," the hobo said, his hat still
covering his eyes.
"His feet smell," I said this time.
"Mine do too," he said. But I wasn't goin' to
give up.
"When you leavin'?" I asked. "When you
leavin' for Chicago?"
"After I head on out towards San Francisco. I
hear there's a train track south of your Pa's place.
Thought I'd climb aboard and head west."
West, I thought( Roy can't wanna go that far. I
jumped down from the tree and raced back up the
lane. I speeded up as I ran past the bee tree.
Roy and I used to tease those bees near every day
and then run like lightnin', them chasin' us. Got
stung near every time, but kept at it just the same.
Til Pa caught wind of what we was doin' and stung
our behinds worse than them bees.
I raced to the barn lookin' for Roy. He was sittin'
up in the loft, the pitchfork at his feet, day
dreamin'.
"You can't go!" I hollered up to him.
"What are you talkin' about?"
''San Francisco,'' I stammered, out of breath.
"What would I want to go there for, Shorty? I'm
goin' to Chicago."
"But Montana is goin' west on the train. He told
me. He's goin' west on the train." Roy looked at
me long and hard.
"Well if I take a notion, I'm goin' too." He
me~nt it. I could tell. What was I goin' to do now? I
could tell Pa. Pa was bigger than Roy. He could
whip him if he really wanted to. But then Roy would
whip me. I'd better think of something better than
that, I thought.
That night at supper Pa surprised us both.
"Seen any hobos down in the creek bottom,
boys?" I looked at Roy. He sent me an accusing
look.
"There's no tramps down there Pa," Roy of
fered, trying to sound convincing'. He's gonna have
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to do better than that. Pa knows all of the hobos
that come through here. Most of 'em come on up to
the house and Ma feeds 'em out on the porch. But
Montana hadn't been up to the house once. What
did Pa know that we didn't?
"I was down there today Pa and didn't see
nobody."
"Just wonderin'. Thought I saw smoke curlin' up
through the trees when I shut up the barn doors last
night." Pa went back to eatiO,: his supper. Then he
said, "There's only one tramp that don't come up
to this house and ask for supper."
I could see Roy was just as puzzled as I was. I
was also afraid that Roy was gonna take off with
this hobo all the quicker since Pa spoke down on
him that way. Pa wasn't tellin' us somethin'.
After Roy started to snore and I knew that he was
asleep, I crawled out of bed and got my long
muffler out of the chest at the foot of the bed. I
slipped it under Roy's feet and tied it to the
bedpost. If he tried to sneak out tonight, I'd catch
him.
I was disappointed. Roy didn't stir all night. He
snored and snored. I lay there, wide awake, on the
edge of the bed waitin' for somethin' to happen.
All I ended up with was two very tired and sagging
eyes. Roy rolled over. I got dressed and went
downstairs.
Somehow I kept Roy in my sight all morning.
Don't know what good it did. He hadn't said
anything about the hobo at all 'til we headed into
the house at noon.
"Shorty, I'm leavin' tonight. You know how to
shut up don't you? Hyou do, start doin' it now." I
had to do something and quick. So I started to cry.
Ten-year-olds can still cry can't they?
"You can't leave me," I sobbed. I acted it out as
best I knew how, all the while hoping that Pa
wouldn't get in from the fields too early today.
"Roy, you can't run away. You have to wait for
me and take me with you. Pa will whip me 'til I talk!
I can't keep quiet forever. And Ma will just cook all
the worse with you gone."
Roy didn't take me seriously until I said that I'd
run away too. I'd run away wherever he went. I was
sure that he would think twice now. He wouldn't
want his little runt of a brother along. At least he
sure told me to shut up enough times. But what if
he sneaks off without me? My last chance to get
him to stay would have to hit him in the heart. I told
him I would climb up to the highest rafters of the
barn, where we used to knock down the swallows'
nests, and jump off. I'd kill myself if he left. And I
wouldn't take care of his new foal that Pa had given
him just last month. I'd let him starve to death. H
that doesn't stop him, nothing will.
"Oh go on." Roy said. He walked up to the
porch, kicking the dust. He turned and shook his
head at me like I was crazy.
When I entered the kitchen, I couldn't believe
my eyes. There at the kitchen table sat Roy, already
washed up and in a clean shirt, looking oggle-eyed
at a girl!
"Chadwin, come in and meet your new neighbor
from down the road." Ma smiled. I admitted she
was real pretty as far as girls go, but I had more
important things to worry about.
Again that night I tied Roy's feet to the bedpost.
If he was leaving I was goin' to know when. He
didn't stir all night.
The next morning when Roy and I went down for
breakfast, there was Pa out on the front porch
watchin' Montana as he walked out of the yard and
down the road. Ma was clearin' away some dirty
dishes from the stool near the steps. I looked long
and hard at Roy. He'd packed his clothes in a
kerchief the night before. He didn't know I'd found
them in the back of the closet. Roy watched
Montana for a minute or two and then sauntered on
into the kitchen.
I still like to think that it was me that kepf Roy
from becoming a travelin' man, not that dumb girl.

If Angels Gave Enemas
Michael Jarvis
From outside the party sounded like lots of fun.
The ring of warm haughty laughter punctuated the
befuddled melody from the old stereo. Intermittent
snatches of conversation could be discerned
between the New Year's toasts and the inebriated
revery of the guests. The burgundy light streaming
from the windows danced ambivalently on the
glistening yard, as a few exuberant males Jockeyed
for position near their respective target women
(through a series of none-too-subtle juxtapositions)
in front of the window.
Outside, ice covered branches groaned and
crackled as a steady gust of winter blew a slushy
mixture of rain and snow through the crusted limbs
of the small forest surrounding the house. A
gamey, half-frozen, off-orange cat clawed feverish
ly at the screen door, hoping to arouse either
sympathy, pity, or an appropriate balance between
the two, to secure entry into the toasty euphoria of.
its owner.
The frenzied claws scraped the aluminum door
with a banshee-like regularity until, much to the
astonishment of the cat, the door slipped open. A
young man with huge hiking boots and a tumbler
full of tequila stepped out onto the porch. In the
twinkling of an eye, his right boot caught the abject
creature in its emaciated ribs, and sent it flying to
the nearest popsicle tree. 'Lousy goddamn cat,' he
thought to himself. And this gave God an idea.
God was lying back in His favorite swivel chair,
His tennis shoed feet resting lightly on the crisis
control console board which spanned the length of
the immense Control Room number 37. He ignored
the banks of monitors and read-out tapes that kept
continuous tabs on critical situations and per
sonalities for His somewhat less than omniscient
staff. Currently, His concern was on the single
thread that had unravelled itself from the frayed
right front pocket of His jeans. Should He get His
scissors and cut it off, or chance pulling it out and
hope that He wouldn't do any more damage than
He would avert? He chuckled to Himself as He
always did when He knew the answer to 11 question
as soon as it was posed.
'To hell with the jeans,' He thought as He ripped
the hell out of His pocket. He took a sip of beer and
mused as to why the Creator of the Universe didn't
have a date on New Year's Eve. After all, even the
omnipotent need a holiday, for Christ's sake.
A thin, pale, adenoidal administrative aide
pattered into the room, his fluorescent shadow lost
in the washed out, crumbling linoleum floor. He
wore the drab jumpsuit of the day, neatly pressed
and precisely C!Jt to his diminutive frame. He was
sweating profusely about the shoulders and groin
as he sidled up to the Lord, his cavernous mouth
trembling as, in his best perfunctorily bureaucratic
monotone, he announced, "I think you better see
this." A tiny nerve in his cheek began to twitch
violently as he made a tentative move to show his
God a sheaf of pale green NCR print<>uts. "It's the
same cat."
Up to this point, our Lord had ignored the
apprehensive assistant, and was content to literally
stare a hole in the ceiling. He was somewhat
annoyed at the aide's rather obvious attempt to
feign extraordinary efficiency for His benefit, but
how often does the Creator of the Universe work a
holiday night? Nevertheless, He made a mental
note to drop in on the personnel manager. The Lord
picked up his beer and cast an all-seeing eye
toward the brewing information, which He already

knew.
"I hate to pull rank on you," He said, gazing at
the can, "but I must remind you that all this
fanciful electronic madness around here is for you

and your gainfully employed brethren. I am more
than aware of the specific conditions of every
thing."
"I'm sorry, I didn't mean, I mean I never - weil, I
did realize, but-"
"It's alright," said our God, as unconde
scendingly as possible, ''I've had my eye on this cat
situation for a while." He paused. The aide
wondered if He was through. He had already
offended the Creator once. Should he stay? Should
he leave? The nerve in his cheek was ready to
explode. The aide had never wanted a high
pressure job anyway. He was sweating like a rag
now. What was wrong? Why didn't He say
something? God loved every minute of it.
The Lord set His beer on the console, opened a
drawer, rooted through it and finally extracted a
deck of cards. He rhythmically shuffled the cards
and started playing solitaire. The assistant tried to
key in on the Lord's game. The Creator's hands
flew over the cards while His eyes darted from
monitor to monitor, searching inside himself for
some method of action to deal with this cat thing.
The nerve pounded in the assistant's head where
he imagined himself drowning in a pool of his own
sweat.
Finally, the Creator pointed a card at the
assistant and broke His brooding silence:
"Umph...," sighed our God, "always cats. You
know sometimes I wonder why I even created cats
in the first place. I mean lions, sure... panthers...
your larger pumas; but these loathsome... com
mon, pretentious - and I really think they are
pretentious to the point of being obnoxious - or
dinary house or alley variety of cat really grates on
My nerves. I know what you're thinking," He said
as He threw down the last card and cast an ominous
eyebrow toward the assistant. "I'm supposed to be
so patient and understanding and tolerant of every
body. Well, the hell with that. I'm not only human
aren't I?" The aide hesitantly nodded his near
agreement.
"For Christ's sake, the most popular pastime
with a cat is to stick a cheap Canadian firecracker
up its ass and watch the thing self-destruct. I used
to do that when I was a kid. It was lots of fun." He
stared at the aide with a look that conveyed both
the expectation of a reply, and sure condemnation
if he opened his mouth. While the consternated
aide pondered his no-win choice, our Lord
searched the console for a clue to His lost child
hood.
"Useless goddamn animals," He mused to
Himself. "You know what I oughtta do?" He said,
dropping His feet and turning toward His aide. The
assistant leaned toward Him. "I ought to put out a
Goddamn proclamation! Do we have any of those
forms left? He said, knowing full well that they did.
"I'll have to check," said the assistant scrawling
down the request on his note pad. "The print shop
was supposed to send up two hundred boxes of
those forms. We ran out after the last one yd\l
issued."
"Was that the Nixon one?" asked our Deity. The
aide, beginning to catch on to the Lord's omniscient
semantics, feigned a look of perplexity. The Lord
grew tired of the game.
"Never mind. There are a few in building...
B-12, area, ub... F," He squinted to visualize the
building, " ...row 27, under 'Heaven Can't Help
Us'." The assistant methodically wrote down every
word. He began to feel needed.
"Anything else, Chief?"
The Lord threw him an annoyed yet convivial
loolt. "Don't call Me 'Chief'."
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The aide excused himself and went off to do His
bidding. The Lord lit up a Panatella, drained His
beer, and belched. Forty.five minutes later, the
aide rushed into the room with an uncharacteristic
aplomb, clutching the appropriate form:
Date..........
I, God, damn ............... for all/part (circle one
and fill in expiration date below) of eternity, the
aforesaid entity. I reserve the right to revoke all or
part of this document by my say so and authority.
The aforementioned entity be damned due to:
1) Negligence and/or,
2) Incompetence and/or,
3) Failure to fulfill its true mission in life and/or,
4) Purely for the annoyance that they/it (circle
one) causes other entities.

Eduardo A. Garcia

So I do damn it, this .......... day of .......... ,
19.......... A.D.
Signed,
God.
(Fill in expiration date for partial damning. Day .....
Mo...... Yr......).
The Lord filled in the pertinent information and
handed it to His lawyer who was summoned on
these occasions to make sure that everything was in
legal order.
"I'm sorry about calling you tonight," offered
the Creator, "but you know how I get when I get an
idea in My head." The attorney gaped at the
document. "You don't think I'm being unfair, do
you?" He said, expecting the answer He'd come to
expect.
The lines in the old attorney's forehead
overlapped each other as he lifted his eyes from the
paper to his Lord. He stared at the Creator blankly.
The barrister's eyes resembled two narrow
Commie road maps. He hated his job. He and the
aide shared a certain level in the hierarchy of
paradise; there was Mr. Big, and there was
everybody else. The old lawyer wasn't sure if he
was in heaven or not. He resumed scanning the
paper.
The aide picked up on the Lord's question: "Cer
tainly not. It's completely your prerogative. I mean,
if You can't, then who can?"
The Creator chuckled His condescending laugh,
as He leaned back in His chair. "You know that
idea borders on that damn rock question. That one
still has me buffaloed," He said, feigning
omniscient ineptness. The aide groaned a cautious
laugh as the attorney shot a probing, accusatory
look at the Lord as he handed the paper to Him.
"Everything's in order," he said wistfully. "Will
there be anything else?"
"No," said God, looking very much like a bookie
as his eyes darted across the document as a final
infallible check. He put the paper on the console,
closed His eyes for a moment, and then handed the
document to the ubiquitous assistant.
"Well, that's it then; put it out. From now on,
cats be damned." The aide hurried out of the room.
The old lawyer plodded out behind him as the
Creator of the Universe strode to His refrigerator, .
to retrieve a beer, humming 'Auld Lang Syne'.
And somehow, the young man with the tequila
felt justified in kicking the lousy off-orange pest
into the freezing, black January night.

Minutolo
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Beginning
Gloria Rainey
"Numb," he said of the small, unavailable piece
of his mind, thinking that numbness should be less
noticeable, less irritating.
Dusk-darkness hovered around the drawn win
dow shade; Eric sat up on the side of the bed, let
his head hang down to his chest; the long, fine
blond hair fell over his shoulders. He felt the big,
black woman roll over, heard her glasses hit the
floor. He swore, wondered how long she'd been
here.
As he stood up, his foot sent the big square
ashtray skidding and spilling. He lurched-no, not lurched. Lurched was too strong a word.
An overstatement. Stumbled, perhaps-across the room and into the door jamb, making a
surprising loud thump. He turned, but Maggie,
curled on her side, did not move.
His left shoulder brushed the wall above the tiers
of boxes lining the hall. "Christ," he muttered, "I
must be drunker than I thought." And then his face
grinned, making him look drunk, but the cracked
mirror he'd brought from Lisa's apartment was
wrong-side-out, leaning in the space where his
ten-speed bike had been-Now that may have been a lurch. A small lurch.
A modicum of a lurch. God. He might as well have
been talking to Lisa, skirmishing over words-"I wish I'd been here when those bastards broke
in ... "
The boxes looked somehow unfamiliar. Layers of
cardboard. Big brown ones on the bottom, smaller
lidless ones on top, advertising brands of liquor.
He'd lived in this apartment seven years; he must
have rummaged through each one a dozen times,
and some of them gaped and overflowed,
reminding him that unpacking once and for all
might have been easier. Right after Lisa divorced
Jack, he'd intended to, had made a schedule for
four boxes a day, figuring he'd be finished in three
months. He'd called Lisa and invited her to the
house~arming.
Two years ago.
The pale cast of strangeness extended past the
doorways opening off the hall to the bathroom and
living room and office, to the little tree, sitting on
its cardboard pedestal at the end of the hall.
Three feet high and crumbling. Nesting on a
green plastic bag Lisa had stored it in. Ten years
old last Christmas. Small white styrofoam spheres
and toothpicks and synthetic spray snow. Deco
rated with miniature green and blue ornaments.
Sitting proudly on the coffee table in her near
north side apartment, until a February Sunday,
when she'd baked chicken and they'd opened their
presents--bric-a-brac for their future: a red and
white crystal paperweight for him, an antique
mandolin he'd had restrung for her, a quart-size
pewter mug with his initials on it, a book on
aerobics for her...
Something about the Christmas tree and the
elusive frostbitten thought combined, suggesting
injustice to him. He felt slightly more awake.
Eric leaned on the sink in the bathroom and
looked at his face, a feature at a time. He noticed
the puckering skin under his eyes, purple and
creased, dividing like uneven amoeba. He wished
the puffiness were full and cute like Johhny
Carson's; maybe he should have a face lift; and
then he saw his whole face grinning at him,
through the thick red beard. He tried to look
serious, but saying, •'You are old, Father
William," thirteen times and ~losing his eyes
at least he'd stayed skinny. Maybe he could write
five more pages next weekdidn't help. He splashed cold water on his face.
Good old Chicago water. Next to her tits, it was one
of the first things he loved about her: Lisa really
appreciated Chicago water.

"I think I'll call Lisa." Her under-eyes were just
darkened half-circles, interesting recessions in her
walnut-colored face. She had lost a lot of weight
since the divorce.
He turned off the shower and went into the
office, ignoring the dusty tree as he passed. He
moved stacks of "Car and Driver" from the desk to
the floor . He did not find her last letter--it had come
only a few days ago, he thought--but succeeded in
unearthing his Pulsar. He clasped the dull-bright
silver watch triumphantly in his palm and chuckled.
"Bastards. They missed half the stuff they could
have gotten any money for ." Like the color TV set,
out of its Heath Kit box, spread in little pieces on
the dining room table. But they'd gotten his bright
blue Schwinn...
Lisa's voice coming through the phone, sad, truly
sad, not scolding: "I suppose it would be
superfluous to ask about insurance."
Eric fastened the big watch on his wrist,
remembering climbing off the shiny black BMW,
doubleparked in front of Tiffany's, like he was
wearing brand new leathers and had just sold a
book to the movies. Finally forcing a little respect
from the stodgy, near-sighted clerk with a few
well-placed questions and the $400 in cash.
But he'd been working then, actually getting up
every morning and going to an office, trying to sell
Time-Life books over the phone. The seventy-five a
week he got for spending two hours every Tuesday
on the porno column had just been walk-around
money.
Eric had quit the sales job the day after Lisa
called to say she was divorcing Jack: "It was a
compromise. You know that. It didn't work."
He thought he heard Maggie moving around in
the bedroom. "Damn it. How long has she been
here this time?" He toppled a stack of old "New
Yorkers", and the big, brown envelope was there.
He switched on the lamp in the living room and
just barely stopped himself from sitting down on
the sofa; a beer would go nicely with this, with his
general fuzziness, with the nagging resistance .. .
"Eric?" Maggie's voice came from some faint.
foreign memory.
"I'm in here. Bring me a beer if you're up."
Maggie was like a young tree--round and thin
and flat, but she was his age, Lisa's age... She
peeled off the tab and dropped it in the hole, gave
him the beer, then curled her six feet-he couldn't get over how tall she was. Lisa was
the shortest woman he'd ever fucked-into the armchair and held the ziplock baggie up
to the light, frowning.
"I'm getting ready to call Lisa." He took the
pages of the letter out of the envelope. '• But I want
to read her letter first."
"You're still drunk."
Eric re-read the first page, and the tingling
began in his brain, just the way it would in a foot or
a hand, signalling the blood starting to come back,
after a long time.
They had celebrated Lisa's divorce on the
forty-fourth floor of the Hyatt Regency House,
watching the cars slow for the big S-curves of the
Outer Drive, the ships, the lake-Really, it was because of Lake Michigan he'd
known he loved her. The second day of grad school,
they'd cut Research and strapped their helmets on
the back of the new R69S, ridden north on Sheridan
Road, past the Northwestern campus, up to the
lighthouse, laughing about the walruses-walri-giant sea creatures who lived just below the
water's surface, never showing them selves, but
churning and playing, making their great rolling
bodies sweep the color of the lake from gray to
turquoise to green and back again.
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Eric applied pressure to the problem in his mind,
closing his eyes, tensing his shoulders. Finally he
sighed and leaned back against the sofa.
Maggie handed him a joint. "Here, light this,"
she said and started to roll another one. "I've got to
talk to you."
He shook his head, holding his breath, passed it
back to her.
"Later," he croaked. "I've got to call Lisa."
"You big dumb sonofabitch. Don't you know
anything?" She jumped up, knocked her glasses off
the arm of the chair onto the floor.
"Goddamnitl Why don't you keep those things
on your face!"
"I'm sorry. I told you: I got my job back as a
teacher's aide. As soon as school starts I'll have
money. I'll pay you back.'' Her anger escalated and
she said, "I didn't ask you to buy them. It's not
'cause you make a whole 5300 a month I want to be
here!"
She sat down. "Listen to me." Her voice was
softer. "You do need somebody, you know, just like
everybody else."
Lisa had said, "Mitch is really special--1 know, I
know, I s;iid he was just somebody to keep me
company and take me to the movies--it really isn't
the same kind of magic we had. Maybe nothing' s as
good as it is when you're twenty-three•..
Maybe 'nature's first green is gold' only once..."
"Carl Sandburg?" he'd asked.
"I hate Sandburg," she'd said.
"I have twenty-five pages done," he'd said.
"And only two hundred to go," she'd said, not
chiding, just counting. "I'm really proud of you.
Good luck. I love you."
"Eric, listen to me."
It took him a second to realize it was Maggie
talking.
" ... Leaving," she was saying. "And this time
I'm not coming back. I came this afternoon, as soon
as you called, thinking you'd finally ... Especially
now, I thought you'd want company, but you don't
want anybody, not really."
"Don't cry," he said automatically.
Lisa had been packing and crying and saying,
"I'm scared to wait any longer, Eric. There's some
stuff you might want in the bedroom--that mirror
and the big gray rug--I'm only taking what I can get
in the U-Haut. Pitch anything you don't want."
And suddenly she was married to some Jack
dude she'd known in college and they were both
teaching school in Cleveland.
Six years ago.
Now she was a college professor ·in D.C., with
some Mitch bastard who probably didn't know shit
about waln,\ses-walri-His whole body throbbed, shuddered...
"You okay?" Maggie was on her knees in front
of him. He held her, heard her say, " Don't make
me go. Rick . Please."
"Lisa said she'd call late tonight or tomorrow,"
he said, and Maggie nodded, brushing away his
tears-"You're so pale," Lisa used to say. "But your
son will be black,"-He'd promised to marry her as soon as he
finished the first draft. They'd have a kid and name
him Adam and run three miles by the lake every
morning-so her tits wouldn't droop. It was her tits that
brought them together. She leaned over to pick up
her books after class; the green and white sweater
opening where the button was undone; lacy white
bra angling down over brown swelling of breast-he could feel her legs, surprisingly long, locked
around his back--

with her fingers. He pulled her hands away from
his face. "No, you were right. You'd better go. I
never would move in with Lisa or let her move in
with me. I kept saying I didn't want anything to be
responsible for--not a goldfish, not a plant... ," he
shook his head.
Maggie stood, took the denim bag off a box in the
corner, shrugged it onto her shoulder. He could
feel her looking down at him, but he stubbornly
stared at the pages in his hand, as though he still
needed to read them.
Finally, he heard the front door open, click and
close.
After a while, he reached for the little cigarette
she'd left on the box beside the chair, lit it and
sipped the beer, smoking until there was nothing

left to hold.
In the barely broken darkness of the room, he
crumpled Lisa's letter. The phone started to ring in
the office and the bedroom and kept ringing for
what seemed like an incredibly long time.
''I'll call you when I decide for sure," she'd
written. "I know it's an irrevocable kind of thing,
and I have to decide by the end of the week. Jiut I
don't want to have an abortion, and I don't want to
rear Mitch's child without him ... and besides, I'll
be too old soon, you know,"--he'd heard her
chuckle, warm deep and happy, escaping, unin
tended--"but you'll always be part of my life. I'll
always love you."
Eric hesitated in front of the little Christmas tree.
Then he slowly lifted the corners of the green
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plastic bag, bringing the points together, the way a
florist would over a delicately blooming plant. He
carried the package with his right hand, holding his .
left hand underneath-the way he'd carry a soggy bag of garbage-
for protection. He walked gingerly-like it was nitroglycerin-through the kitchen and out the back door.
He set the tree right-side-up in the gray metal
can and frowned when he saw it was too tall. Eric
held the handle on the lid with both hands, pushing
down, gently and firmly, as far as he could. He
turned away quickly and walked steadily and
carefully through the door.

